Comparative Analysis

Trash & Recycling Efficiency
Study Raw Data &
Comments, April 2017

Notes:
N/A: Where this is located it means the question was not asked in this way as part of this input.
Comments were typed exactly as received from citizens and have not been edited.

Trash Recycling Collection Efficiency Study
Hauler
Distributed Phone Survey
Online Survey Paper Survey
# of Responses
354
1445
134
703
Do you currently reside within the City of Springfield?
Yes
91.0%
92.2%
96.0%
100.0%
No
9.0%
7.9%
4.0%
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Which type of residence do you reside?
Single family house
97.0%
94.6%
93.0%
NA
Apartment complex
0.0%
4.4%
5.0%
NA
Other
3.0%
1.0%
2.0%
NA
Does your household contract with a hauler for trash collection or are you a part of a homeowner's association that
has a contract for trash collection?
You contract directly for trash collection
98.0%
84.7%
77.0%
89.2%
Homeowner's Association contracts for trash
collection.
0.0%
8.4%
4.0%
6.0%
Neither
1.0%
7.0%
19.0%
4.8%
In general, how full is your trash cart per week?
100% full
24.0%
29.4%
25.0%
25.3%
75% full
44.0%
29.4%
31.0%
28.2%
50% full
24.0%
25.3%
20.0%
25.3%
25% full
7.0%
15.9%
19.0%
17.2%
Don't Know or No Response
1.0%
0.0%
5.0%
4.0%
Do you currently recycle?
Yes
38.0%
54.6%
65.0%
52.6%
No
59.0%
45.4%
34.0%
46.9%
Don't Know or No Response
3.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.0%
If resident chose "No", they skipped to question 11.
Do you participate in curbside recycling, drop-off recycling or both?
Curbside only
6.0%
26.3%
12.0%
19.5%
Drop-off only
92.0%
51.2%
62.0%
69.2%
Both
2.0%
22.5%
23.0%
8.1%
Don't Know or No Response
0.0%
0.0%
3.0%
3.2%
If resident answered "Participate in drop-off recycling" only, they skipped to question 8.
Do you place recyclable material for curbside pick-up in…
a cart
55.0%
64.7%
55.0%
56.9%
a bin
18.0%
24.6%
21.0%
27.5%
other
27.0%
10.5%
24.0%
14.7%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
1.0%
How often do you set out materials for the curbside collection recycling program?
every week
18.0%
20.6%
50.0%
27.5%
every other week
46.0%
72.8%
32.0%
66.7%
once per month
18.0%
1.7%
7.0%
5.9%
other
18.0%
4.9%
11.0%
0.0%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
0.0%
What materials are you currently setting out for curbside recycling collection?
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Corrugated cardboard
NA
NA
NA
22.4%
other paper
NA
NA
NA
23.2%
plastics
NA
NA
NA
25.5%
metals
NA
NA
NA
19.8%
glass
NA
NA
NA
6.3%
other
NA
NA
NA
2.9%
How often do you take materials to a drop-off location in the City?
Every week
12.0%
8.4%
12.0%
12.9%
Every other week
19.0%
20.0%
26.0%
27.6%
Once per month
18.0%
38.4%
37.0%
40.2%
Other
51.0%
33.3%
25.0%
18.9%
Don't Know or No Response
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.30%
What materials are you currently recycling at the drop-offs? (Select all that apply)
Corrugated cardboard
NA
NA
NA
18.3%
other paper
NA
NA
NA
19.8%
plastics
NA
NA
NA
19.4%
metals
NA
NA
NA
17.7%
glass
NA
NA
NA
16.5%
yard waste
NA
NA
NA
4.4%
other paper
NA
NA
NA
4.0%
When it comes to recycling services, which is more important to you? (Choose one)
Convenience of recycling services
29.0%
49.2%
39.0%
38.1%
The type of materials collected
11.0%
21.5%
35.0%
20.5%
Cost of service
60.0%
29.3%
26.0%
28.6%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
12.7%
Which of the following is your #1 concern when it comes to your trash collection services? (Choose one)
Cost of service
54.0%
41.8%
34.0%
43.7%
Increased safety
0.0%
39.0%
0.0%
0.60%
Choice of hauler
43.0%
14.4%
23.0%
NA
Reducing the number of trash collection vehicles on
Ciity streets to reduce traffic and needed road repair,
as well as lower vehicle emissions
0.0%
14.6%
22.0%
14.2%
Offering additional services (e.g. recycling, bulky
collection, yard waste, etc.)
3.0%
28.8%
21.0%
28.4%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
13.1%
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is "extremely Unlikely" and 5 is Extremely Likely" how likely are you to support
transitioning from the current trash and recycling collection program to a City-wide trash and recycling collection
program if…
… it meant fewer collection trucks on the roads to reduce traffic and needed road repair.
1 - Extremely Unlikely
74.0%
23.1%
29.0%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
13.0%
7.9%
9.0%
3 - Neutral
10.0%
16.0%
15.0%
4 - Somewhat Likely
1.0%
20.9%
10.0%
5 - Extremely Likely
2.0%
32.2%
37.0%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
…it meant less vehicle emissions, reduced noise, and reduction in illegal dumping and litter.

33.4%
4.3%
13.9%
11.1%
28.2%
9.1%
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1 - Extremely Unlikely
65.0%
20.8%
23.0%
27.9%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
15.0%
7.2%
10.0%
3.8%
3 - Neutral
13.0%
11.6%
14.0%
11.8%
4 - Somewhat Likely
4.0%
21.7%
11.0%
11.5%
5 - Extremely Likely
3.0%
38.7%
42.0%
35.4%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
9.5%
…it offered you access to more services such as bulky item pick-up, yard waste curbside collection, and/or
neighborhood clean-up events.
1 - Extremely Unlikely
53.0%
16.5%
21.0%
25.2%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
12.0%
5.1%
5.0%
3.3%
3 - Neutral
17.0%
7.7%
15.0%
9.7%
4 - Somewhat Likely
8.0%
17.7%
12.0%
11.7%
5 - Extremely Likely
10.0%
52.9%
47.0%
41.3%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
9.0%
Please indicate how likely you would be to support transitioning from the current trash and recycling collection
program to a City-wide trash and recycling collection program if…
…it DECREASED the per household costs for collection
1 - Extremely Unlikely
43.0%
13.7%
19.0%
20.6%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
11.0%
3.7%
6.0%
2.3%
3 - Neutral
16.0%
7.6%
15.0%
7.3%
4 - Somewhat Likely
12.0%
16.7%
9.0%
7.7%
5 - Extremely Likely
18.0%
58.3%
51.0%
56.2%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
6.0%
… the per household costs remained the same.
1 - Extremely Unlikely
64.0%
22.8%
29.0%
28.0%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
2.0%
9.9%
6.0%
3.8%
3 - Neutral
13.0%
22.9%
24.0%
13.3%
4 - Somewhat Likely
6.0%
18.0%
10.0%
11.9%
5 - Extremely Likely
7.0%
26.3%
31.0%
34.8%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
7.9%
… it increased the per household costs by $1 per month
1 - Extremely Unlikely
81.0%
37.9%
37.0%
40.3%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
10.0%
14.8%
9.0%
7.4%
3 - Neutral
6.0%
14.9%
21.0%
11.1%
4 - Somewhat Likely
1.0%
14.7%
10.0%
11.5%
5 - Extremely Likely
2.0%
17.7%
23.0%
23.0%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
6.7%
…it increased the per household costs by $2 per month
1 - Extremely Unlikely
88.0%
45.0%
48.0%
50.1%
2 - Somewhat Unlikely
7.0%
13.9%
8.0%
6.7%
3 - Neutral
3.0%
12.5%
17.0%
11.7%
4 - Somewhat Likely
1.0%
12.6%
13.0%
8.8%
5 - Extremely Likely
1.0%
15.9%
14.0%
15.9%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
6.8%
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 represents "Extremely Unimportant" and 5 is "Extremely Important", how important is it
for you that the City of Springfield practices environmentally responsible waste management such as recycling?
1 - Extremely Unimportant
16.0%
6.7%
15.0%
7.0%
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2 - Somewhat Unimportant
12.0%
4.3%
5.0%
1.8%
3 - Neutral
28.0%
10.0%
14.0%
14.4%
4 - Somewhat Important
20.0%
21.0%
12.0%
14.7%
5 - Extremely Important
24.0%
58.0%
54.0%
57.8%
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
NA
4.4%
What is your monthly cost of trash collection services?
Under $10
4.0%
7.3%
15.0%
8.0%
$10 to $12
59.0%
21.0%
25.0%
19.8%
$12 of $14
28.0%
21.7%
20.0%
20.1%
$14 of $16
4.0%
18.9%
16.0%
13.8%
More than $16
2.0%
18.4%
12.0%
24.2%
Don't Know or No Response
3.0%
12.6%
12.0%
14.2%
What is your monthly cost of curbside recycling collection services?
Under $3
6.0%
13.1%
21.0%
7.8%
$3 to $5
0.0%
7.8%
4.0%
17.6%
$5 to $7
0.0%
4.8%
1.0%
2.9%
$7 or more
2.0%
6.2%
3.0%
11.8%
Do not know
92.0%
68.1%
44.0%
59.8%
N/A
0.0%
0.0%
27.0%
NA
Which company provides you with trash and/or recycling collection services?
NA
Republic/Allied
NA
NA
27.5%
NA
WCA
NA
NA
20.6%
NA
Hometown Disposal
NA
NA
4.0%
NA
Other
NA
NA
34.9%
NA
Don't Know or No Response
NA
NA
13.1%
What goal of the trash and recyclinng efficiency study is most important for the City to consider? (Choose one)
More efficient trash and recycling collection
1.0%
8.7%
20.0%
NA
Enhanced community programs and services
1.0%
14.4%
19.0%
NA
Consistent services and rates
12.0%
26.7%
16.0%
NA
Community benefits
0.0%
5.7%
3.0%
NA
Environmental benefits
0.0%
15.4%
7.0%
NA
Protect existing haulers
84.0%
27.5%
32.0%
NA
Ensure stability for Solid Waste Management System
programming
2.0%
1.7%
3.0%
NA
What service are you most interested in seeing offered throughout Springfield?
Bulky item pickup
20.0%
13.0%
16.0%
NA
Yardwaste recycling pickup
29.0%
28.5%
21.0%
NA
More neighborhood cleanups
18.0%
8.3%
19.0%
NA
Expanded curbside recycling
7.0%
30.0%
23.0%
NA
Backdoor service for the elderly and disabled
12.0%
5.9%
9.0%
NA
Increased recycling education programs
0.0%
4.6%
5.0%
NA
Pay as you Throw
14.0%
9.7%
5.0%
NA
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
2.0%
NA

MAIL‐IN & OPEN HOUSE RESPONSES
65804 ‐ My concern is that mom & pop collectors may get cut out; also I'm concerned that prices will rise after a
hauler/collector receives their contract to haul for an area; also concerned that some areas get it cheaper than mine.
65806 ‐ I have lived in a number of cities and until I moved to SGF 3 years ago I had NEVER lived in a city that did NOT
provide trash collection. The system as it currently exists in SGF is incredible inefficient and wasteful. Having 3‐5 trash
trucks in the same neighborhood every day of the week costs us so much in road repairs, pollution, and lost sleep. Let
me mention again that it is INCREDIBLY inefficien and wasteful. So many providers do not provide recycling, or if they
do, they don't take glass. Having to drive somewhere to recycle is also inefficient. I am 100% in support of a city‐wide
program to collect trash & recycling.
65804 ‐ I am interested in less trash trucks coming down the street everyday. Noise, pollution, dumpsters setting on
curb everyday. Using too much fuel and oil. Other citys own the service and everyone pays the same. That is what
Springfield should do. Wearing out the street.
65807 ‐ The reduction in hauler traffic would save wear and tear on streets, and reduction on fuel costs and pollution
are most important aspects to me. I do not produce large amount of waste in the first place through modest personal
consumption. Recycling everything I can.
65809 ‐ I operate YOTO community thrift store; for almost 9 yes now I have consistently recycled tons of cardboard,
paper, plastic, glass and metal. Some for "profit", most of it not. Tackle residential first and then please find a way to get
more businesses in town involved in reducing our carbon footpring. Thank you!
65810 ‐ Would be great to have a Household chemical & Hazardous material & Electronic recollection center that is 24/7
like they do in Scott Co. Iowa. They receive electronics, cardboard, wood, oil, batteries, anti freeze. Thanks for doing this,
we need to move to the 21st century.
65803 ‐ I see that if bulky item pick‐up and yardwaste was allowed to be picked up on a three month base's, it may bhelp
the City of Springfield to cut back on neighborhood cleanups and use that money for a nother needed areas. It would
also, cut down on mice, rats, roaches and other vermin infestations in neighborhoods that suffer hard with this problem.
It may even set a precident to "slum" lords and the type of people they rent to to be more concerned witht their trash
and responsibility to the neighbors and the neighborhood. This is a long over due program and am glad to see that it is
finally being addressed.
65807 ‐ I am single person household I recycle and have very little trash. I partner w/my neighbor and use their service.
65804 ‐ I see nothing but benefits from consolidating the services, reduced trash in landfills, reduced costs by
consolidating, more recycling city wide by advocation consumers.
65807 ‐ The waste hauling system in Springfield is dated and inefficient. I am thrilled to see serious attentnion being
given to the system. Re‐evaluating this system feels like a win‐win because of the potential for increased efficiency. The
same amount of money should be able to pay for more services if duplicate trucks are no longer running on each street.
Selling the idea to springfeidl will require a cost savings to the consumer and that seems 100% feasible. Beyond
efficioncy & cost there is a huge opportunity to reduce emissions and increase participation in recycling programs. My
very strong preference would be for curbside recycling to be included at no additional cost, and for the cost to be the
same across town ‐ except for the possible option to pay less for smaller trash containers. I would also Love to see
support for curbside compost but I suspect that's a a little pie in the sky for this city (surprise me!). After talking a bit
with some other residents I realzie something else about this venture ‐ the perception of competition will be really
important to convince residents. People have the idea that they won't get the best deal if the city does the negotiating
so transparency there will be really important.
65802 ‐ I was shocked when we moved to springfield from rolla and learned about the garbage "services" here. I have
never lived in a community that has this "open market" system and to me, it seems like a total waste: waste of time to
consumers, who have to search (if that), pay and organize trash service, a waste of energy of the multiple companies
that serve overlapping areas, and a waste of money that the community could be saving by bargaining and organizing

service as a whole. I am inclined to believe that this system has been set up/ sustained by folks with financial interests in
keeping it this way (ie city council members who own trash companies) despite a greater trend towards single‐provider
trash/recycling service. I hope thiat this will be investigated and reported by the consultants. My ideal service for
Springfield would inglude ‐ single operator service, bid out to one company ‐ Trash service (also recycling service) paid
through City Utilities ‐Pay by volume trash service ‐ Free/Included unlimited curbside recycling ‐ 24/7 drop off recycling
centers ‐"Green bin" service offered‐at least part of the year, collection both yard waste +compost ‐Smaller/quieter/
more efficient trucks ‐recycle plastic bags! I feel that some sort of document (and available to public inquiry) regulations
for the currently operating companies ‐ reassurance that they are disposing of items responsibly. ALso there should be
some kind of centralized system/website where it is easier to compare services/costs and contract information.
65807 ‐ Transparancy from haulers letting homeonwers know where the waste is being hauled. Is it sent to springfield
landfill? Is it sent to Lamar? Is the waste hauled to Hartville? Is it being hauled elsewhere? Is the waste being handled
properly? Transparency of where each recycled material is sent for recycling and how is the recycled materials used
after"?
65807 ‐ In my neighborhood there are multiple trash trucks creeating unnecessary wear on streets, noise and pollution
not to mention safety and traffic issues from several trash companines picking up trash on same street. This is my
complaint with the current trash operation. However, I am concerened about the lose of jobs should compaines be
assigned a district to operate. I would like the employees to be treated fairly and hopefully not lose their jobs. I also am
looking forward to the recommendation from Burns and Mcdonnell on how Springfield can improwve. If they can come
up with some progressive ideas, it will be money well spent. Thanks!
65807 ‐ The high meadows east neighborhood watch is beinning to discuss the possibility of trying to get an agreement
among most to use a single service to decrease traffic, road wear, noise and increase safety and aesthetics. If the city
goes to 1 trash pick up in each neighborhood, that would be good but should use all trash haulers (meeting sensible
criteria) but just assign different neighborhoods with a uniform charge throughout the city and all haulers getting the
same income, number of customers etc so they each maintain their income and can stay in business and it should be
made as economical as possible for customers, although a few might have to pay a bit more or less than before. Afte3r
all, it should be more economical for the haulers because they could serve the same number but in a more compact area
which should save on gas and on more pick ups in less time.
65809 ‐ Our HOA collects annual dues so entire neighborhood has one service. 2x week pickup + curbside recycling
cfosts. Works great‐ similar to what is being proposed.
65804 ‐ It's difficult to get compost because businesses buy it in large quantity for $20/yard and then sell to consumers
for $40/yard. I am recommending a 3 yard limit per customer per trip so there is enough for all citizens who want it
before businesses. Centralized information. Informational videos for citizens on the process of trash and recycling.
Where does it go? What happens to it in our city?
65803 ‐ Do not mess with my "choice" of contracting with my trash hauler. We do NOT need to change currecnt system
especially if it all goes to one or two big companies city wide. We value small family owned trash haulers ‐ all of them‐
not just the one that picks up our refuse. My direct experience with Moores and pendergrass is fantastic. These small
family owned firms are competitvely priced, responsive to special needs ( like bulky waste occasionally) and they've
worked too hard to build these businesses to have you come in here and give it all away to 1 or 2 big corporations under
disguise of efficiency or "competition". GIVE ME A BREAK!!
65804 ‐ I am concerned that the survey and company used to do the survey are being used to justify decisions already
made
65802 ‐ A resident of springfield should have the right to choose for themselves who they want to get service from. I am
against one company taking over a town or a certain district. It s really about free market for me. A person has a right
and freedom to start a business and make a living and provide for their families. The landfill is open to the public and
anyone who wants to do business there. For the city of springfield to allow one company to take over a part of town
would be hurting smaller local haulers that do business here. Taking there choice the provide a service and it would take
the right of the Sprignfield resident to choose a service.

65806 ‐ Have we looked at current inefficiencies in our landfill and staffing? Rather than change the entire system and
limit competion, can we run what we have better? Our neighborhood shops aroudn the contract periodically and we like
that each hauler we have had has had to work for our approval. If government picks a winner, or two, then they won't
need to work as hard. Not sure this was the best use of our tax dollars to commision this study.
65804 ‐ Why do we need "socialized" trash hauling? When will you begin regulating UPS, FedEx and the postal service ‐
these trucfks are in my neighborhood more than the trash haulers ‐"if ain't broke, don't fix it." Many small family
businesses will be hurt. Springfield needs to "fix"its traffic flow‐not its trash flow. Private enterprise will do the best job if
properly licensed. The city would do better to be spending time on educating the public about recycling and the special
programs we have here. We do not need one hauler, we need to leave private enterprise alone‐ Why do not you (the
city) have peopel move their trash bins out of view of the street. I get sick'n tired of seeing street after street of people
leaving their trash bins in front of their houses. It makes springfield look like a "trashy" place.
65804 ‐ I take my own recycling and am very conscious of my purchasing. It takes me about two weeks to fill a 12 ounce
drink cup with real trash. I toss that cup in a friends trash. Not only do we, as individuals need to be aware of recycling,
but the companies who provide our good and services need to be more aware of how they package goods. I plan my
recycling to a time I am going by or near a recycling center in order to use the minimum amount of a carbon footprint.
Once in the habit planning and recyling it is an easy thing ot do. Some years ago living in Seattle they gave us a warning
that our trash service would increase if recyclables were found in the trash. It was a successful program which a huge
chunk of the city's poulation changed to with little or no problem. Hit someone in the pocketbook and change can come
pretty quickly.
65803 ‐ Keep out of our trash
65803 ‐ We don't want the trash service to change. We don't want to have companies shut down and people be jobless.
65804 ‐ Leave our trash alone
65804 ‐ We love our trashman. We don't want change
65804 ‐ I don't think it's fair for the city to make us use one hauler. I should have a choice
65807 ‐ "if it aint broke don't fix it." Seems that "city" and "council" want to run off lots of hard working "family"
businesses. We pay taxes‐at many levels‐ for streets and roads and the streets are better than most places we have
lived. Do not expose Spfd to a large law suit if forceing small businesses out of their right to do business. This plan
sounds like progressivism, socialism, communism, not capitalism and freedom to make a living for your family.
65803 ‐ I contract directly for trash collection because of competition in the market place, because that is my only
option, an option I prefer, because I don't have any faith in the City of Springfield to handle trash pickup fairly with the
haulers that will be contracted to pick up trash. I would hope that the City of Springfield requires more than a City
Business License to operate as a trash hauler in the city limits. The City of Springfield should have requirements for any
bisuness that holds a City Business License present a mission statement on what measures and steps that business is
taking to recycle. The City of Springfield should require of all trash hauling businesses a recycling plan and implement
that plan. The number of companies operating in the city should not be less than eight. There must be enough market
share that if a trash hauler wishes to operate in the City of Springfield that if a trash hauler wishes to operate in the City
of Springfield that trash hauler must provide recycling to residential customers at present costs. To encourage trash
haulers to compete in recycling in the City of Springfield, the city would need to partner in some manner with a recycling
facility or facilities to create competition for this commodity. Recycling should not be looked upon as a negative side of
waste but a profit making side of waste as there must be markets for the materials that are being recycled and support a
R&D to create more uses for the materials being recycled.
65804 ‐ Please make it handy for the elderly and handicapped. Please do not leave out the small private local trash
haulers. I'm very happy the city is becoming more involved. We gave you this suggestion about 15 years ago.
65802 ‐ Free enterprise is very important. There are many small companies that would be out of work if this goes
through! My choice is also important. Due to disability and age I need alley pickup. (Can't haul the dumpster down the

front stairs). "Big Garbage" won't give me that choice, but my small hauler does. I KNow there are complants about J+J
but he treats us well. (Perhaps its because we pay in advance!)I've lived with "monopalistic" trash service and its okay.
Not responsive to individual soluations however. They really can't be because they have to abide with a city contract
rather than with an individual. Please note also that the $109,000 you paid to the contractor to come up with this
cocakamanmie idea would have paid for a lot of street repair and instead of losing busenesses + Jobs, the city would be
really supporting buseness + job growth.
Grant Beach ‐ Questions seem directed to something that you're not telling us
Grant Beach ‐ Thank goodness the city is working on this. Thank you!
Grant Beach ‐ Compostable items to be separated & used in the city yard waste composting
Grant Beach ‐ There is a lot that could help the city but your going to what you want
Grant Beach ‐ Recyling!!! Yes!
Grant Beach ‐ I am extremely concerned if springfield goes to one trash provider we will lose the fairmarket price for
services‐ No yearlly increase in rates!!!
Grant Beach ‐ I like my trash service and would not want them to go out of business
Grant Beach ‐ I don't believe the political culter here in spfld will support restrictions on waste companies. I do wish
there were fewer wsate trucks on the streets but would rather let the market determine who/where. The city should
look to reviving the murf idea to be implemented at landfill and increase quantities allowed at our drop offs, especially
brush. We also need access to the compost and mulch at our franklin facility, not just lone pine.
Grant Beach ‐ Our service providerd us with (a) dumpster with no extra charge and our driver will also get off his vehicle
to ddump our single cans
Grant Beach ‐ I really would like to city to pick up trash. Also to offer curbside recycling at a low cost. I hate having 5
different co pick up on my street everyday of the 5 day work week. It is noisy, hard to pass them and the polution is
awful
Grant Beach ‐ I would like to acknowledge that I think the current changes that have been made with regards to the
neighborhood clean up in Grant Beach. I feel as if the requirement of a $5 donation for a pickup is setting us back with
consideration of the neighborhood beautification goals. I feel as if it is counter productive to charge people who already
do not have the resources to have their extra trash, yard waste, etc, to be removed, i See it leading to even more trash +
yardwaste poiling up and discouraging people who are physically + financially unable from participating
65803 ‐ Please tell me why all of these resources are being thrown at TRASH REMOVAL when the real 'trash' in this town
have no jail facility to go to and are put back on the street to commit crime after crime.
65806 ‐ I think improving poverty in NW Springfield, is a MUCH bigger problem and should be getting all the attention. If
people have a job w/a living wage and access to affordable health care, a trash bill or "pick up" is a non‐problem.
65807 ‐ The 900 block of e lindberg would be a great street to review as to number of companies, number of trips
required per day by each; number of days per week collected; number of companies using street to cut thru without
having a pick‐up. It is easy to see three companies, six trips. Street recently repaired due to concrete breakage by truck
usage. And hour of day trucks are allowed to begin should also be addressed and noise. Drivers are usually very curtious.
Thank you
65803 ‐ Concern that city would raise rate like they do on other services and we would not be able to shop around to get
a better rate because the city would have a monoply! Also some companys would be put out of business. The City could
put alien on your house if you couldn't pay your bill

65802 ‐ My primary desire is to have a city program that takes responsibility for picking pu trash or abandoned
dumpsters, enforces dumpster removal from curbside on non‐trash days, and eliminates the need for folks who do not
have provider to hoard trash on their property. we need to clean up springfield Thank you.
65803 ‐ Important to be fair to small companies who have taken care of our city for many years. Important city not
dominate all decisions where public opinion is concerned.
65803 ‐ Would like to reduce noise and traffic in neighborhood
65802 ‐ Medical recycl: Canisters or recycle, neediles a place for them: we have no where in the area of greene county
to place those shot containers for diabetess even drop off stations not available, We need a recycle for money such as
cans+bottles
65810 ‐ We do not support mandatory charges added to utility or taxes for waste collection which we don't use asa we
live just outside City limits & recycle & compost
65807 ‐ I think the idea of going to a "single service provider" should be left to individual neighborhoods. I detest the
idea of total city "government" control over this industry. Please do not take away my freedom of choice. I would view
this as a good reason to move to one of our fine surrounding communities. Thank you for asking my opinion.
65803 ‐ I've used moore trash service for years. They recycle what they pick up. I would hate to see this family business
cowed out. I think recycling should be mandtory. I am apauled that our legislature has outlawed the possibility of
banning plastic bags. I use the recycling center to by mulch and woodchips. The cu employes i have encountered have
always been curteous and very helpful. I was so dissappointed when we went coal for electricity. The guy at the
recycling center on franklin is so kind and helpful. He deserves recognition. I'm glad we have a toxic waste disposable
center. I have used it in the past.
65802 ‐ What happens if you can't pay your bill‐trash will be everywhere and I want options
65802 ‐ I think people ought to be able to make a living and I don't think the city ought to be allowed a monopoly

EMAIL & PHONE RESPONSES (NO ZIP CODE PROVIDED)
Is there any kind of open meeting? Was in a homeowner’s association, 50+ homes trying to get down to one carrier. Had
a great service with a local carrier then they were bought out by one of the larger carrier. Multi‐colored dumpsters,
doesn’t like dumpsters at all, would rather recycle and have the bag service. Moore’s serves his wife’s house, doesn’t
require dumpsters, and doesn’t regularly bill them. (They send one check at the end of the year.) Large trucks beat up
our road, there is a safety issue, and they get stuck in tight areas.
Heard city is seeking 1 hauler system. Lived in Ozark for <20 years. Billed through water bill complaint, through city
water. Moved to Spfd‐contracted with company and had several issues and she fired them for services. Daughter and
neighbor have had issues with big name company and can't get services issues. We all have different lawn services.
Make companies accountable for services they provide. Have hometown and the got bought out and will not have WCA
they are terrible company. Hometown had back door service for $2. Neighbor has 13 gallon bag/week she shares with.
Likes the deal with company who answeres the phone. they care about customers more than money. Like City of OZark
system because they answered phone and took care of issues.Don't want to loose ability to choose because of customer
service issues. Feel really slighted because company who sold/ bought should have notified her of changes. Only found
out when new bill came. If someone doesn't perform you should have the ability to fire. If we go to 1 haul system WCA
will under bid and we will have worst company ever. Govt is broken and spfd has areas that need help. Against 1 hauler/
but if I have to have a 1 hauler companies must be held accountable and customer service is paramount. Lid doesn't
close with automated service. Need to close lid and put can back on the curb. Services must be held to very high
standard
Concerns about noise are not legitamate. Pendergrass is current service and they do a great job. Don't want to see little
companies put out of business. Concerned about freedom of choice. They really like their company and they provide
great services. They went out of their way to collect their trash even around construction. Good people and down to

earth and don't want to see them harmed. Would it be possible to send info to the small haulers to keep them informed.
Don't want to have to pay for something we don't use.
For change if it's good for hauler's better and cheaper services.
Examples of feelings, had exp with issues in HOA and deaf+ with similar concerns, noise, pollution, pavement, too many
trucks, etc, they worked together to put concerns and bid out the neighborhood. After 6 months their carrier got bought
out by larger carrier. Currently w/ WCA and supposed to have contract but their service is bad and their all over the
place. His wife has great service with MTS. $10/ month send no bill bills. We need more emphasis on pedestrain and
customer safety in our goals. Particularly children at bus stops. On cherry st. at prince lane very large # of carriers all
within 5 block stretch from cherry to chestnut. Currently runs recycling every 2 weeks. Let mr Pollard know if this goes to
council he would like to support it.
Moved here from Portland. 100% in favor of organized multi hauler system. Would like to know when this is going to
council to come speak
We have a lot of small family businesses involved and if they don't get a bid on area they are going to be out of work.
WCA, american and other large companies are rude and their customer service is terrible. They don't show up when
they’re supposed to. I don't trust them. The lower prices to squeeze out small businesses then raise prices. Having City
utilities involved would be a bad idea. CUstomer service would be very important. Don't think the city get involved if it
means danger to small haulers. You have described several good benefits and these would be very good. If the city is
broken up into sections how would we guarentee their equivalent. Likes the potential benefits but overall very
concerned that city involvement is a bad idea let the market place decide what to do. Would like to be called for next
public meeting.
Received a call saying City was voting on 1 hauler system and wanted to find out facts. Absentee landlord is a guhe issue
and needs to be addressed. Way to help seniors and others who need help with bills. Against 1 trash hauler and higher
rates.
Lived in Springfield 30 years. This is a huge government takeover and it’s absurd that you would tell us who we can use.
The fact you didn’t have a local consultant is absurd. Going to bump little haulers out of business. Don’t want City to
take freedom. Is everyhouse going to be billed. Emphatically opposed to this.
Does not want one hauler system. Competition keeps price down. People should get together with neighbors and bid
neighborhoods.
Wants to see changes made but doesn’t want to see people out of a job. Lived in St. Charles County and had an
organized system. Present system causes multiple providers in the same area, noise, pollution, wear & tear. Would like
to be contacted when this comes to Council.
It becomes a monopoly if it’s one service. If you split the City into sections that could work. CU has caused people to be
homeless with utility bill. $70.00 for water & sewer is way too high.

HAULER PROVIDED RESPONSES (Responses received from surveys under cover of letter
below)

65804 ‐ Don't want the City telling me who I use!
65802 ‐ I'm against the city having one or two company picking up trash because they can charge just what they want
and what can you do about it? I fee if One company picks trash up and prices go up it will increase people to dumping all
over the cityand in the back roads. Look at other big citys and see whats going on.
65802 ‐ I believe in freedom of choice, I don't want to be forced to use whatever trash company the chooses‐ that
should be my choice! The reality is there is always competition in business & it's not right to monopolize the trash
industry & putting companies out of business. These people have worked hard for their business & many from the
ground up, they have families too. It's our choice what trash company we decide to use, not they citys!
65803 ‐ We like having options to choose from. The company we are with now is a great company. They are veteran
owned/runned and we like that because my husband is a veteran and we support ANY business or person(s) that are
associated with veterans. I dont think the city needs to be controlling everything or needing to be involved in every
business. Change is NOT always a good thing.
65803 ‐ I think the trash services should be kept as it is. I like the company I'm with.
65802 ‐ When you eliminate any competition thru business we will always pay more for that service or product We use 1
trash container& others put extra trash bags on street for trash haulers make them pay for 2 trash bens since they make
more trash & litter. usually those people rent & don't care about the neighborhood. The city needs to start writing
tickets & fine them for trash.
65803 ‐ I want to be able to choose my trash haulers. The trash trucks don't bother me that much. They have a job to do.
65803 ‐ I am satisfied with your service. Please don't change. I like your company because you are veteran & family
owned.
65803 ‐ Many years ago Springfield had the opportunity to implementa waste removal, waste recycling, power
producing and money generating facility that I recall as MURF ‐ Multi Use Recycling Facility. This type of waste treatment
is the system that was built in St. Petersburg, FL about 30 years ago. I am a transplanted resident from there. The trash is
removed from the resident curbside. Transported to the MURF location where all the recyclables are removed... metal
via huge electro magnets... glass all removed... aluminum... cardboard. All these items are removed and sold to the
appropriate company, that's INCOME! The solid wastes are incinerated... driving turbines which generate power that is
(was) sold to Florida Power Corporation, now a different named parent company. Again, income for the city. This
SHOULD have been Springfields direction NOW, you want to award a franchise to a single hauler (or two) and
undoubtedly the city of Springfield will get a per household fee paid back from these awarded few... don't care how you
describe it, that's a kickback. I left the "awarded" single provider Mediacom because they are the only cable game in
town and rates went higher and higher and customer service went lower and lower. Mediacom cares not because they
are the chosen provider. Same thing will occur here if you take this trash removal in the same direction.
65803 ‐ Too much Government involvement! Let the little man keep his business! I will continue to support small local
businesses so long as I am able to do so.
65804 ‐ I am very pleased with this company ‐ I changed companies whenever my bill starts increasing every month ‐ so
far I am pleased with Queen City ‐ I shouldn't have to pay high cost for truck pick up! Thank you
65803 ‐ I come from a city (Phila) where the sanitation workers (city) can go on strike. When this happens no trash is
collected. Allowing the city to monopolize the business is a bad ideal
65803 ‐ I do not think the City has a right to dictate who picks up our trash. I believe in small businesses.
65803 ‐ I think monopolizing the trash industry is a terrible idea. It might lower the amount of traffic, but not enough to
outweigh the negative effects it will have on the community. Many people will lose their jobs and the prices will go up. If
the prices go up so will illegal dumping. I personally would rather see trucks picking up trash then trash that people

illegally dump becuase they can't afford to pay their trash bill. I think the negative impacts of this greatly outweighs the
positive and the trash services should be left the way they are.
65803 ‐ We are very satisfied with Queen City Disposal. We do not want to be contracted with another co, who can
charge any amount they want & pick up when they want. There still will be very big trucks on city streets (maybe bigger)
Why can't we choose who we want, so many of our right's have been taken away, again. PS who is this benefiting our
City Counsil??
65802 ‐ I do not trust "the City of Springfield" To improve anything regarding trash disposal Hell, they can't even sweep
the streets NOW!!
65803 ‐ FAMILY BUSINESS IS WHAT OUR COUNTRY IS ABOUT! WHEN YOU CONTINUE TO WEED OUT SMALL BUSINESS
YOU END UP WITH AT&T! Ooutrageous cost! No competition! Ver soon NO MIDDLE CLASS AMERICA!
65803 ‐ WE ARE HAPPY WITH OUR TRASH PICK UP
65807 ‐ having a choice is important to me. If a city‐wide initiative significantly lowered my cost I would be interested,
but not for an increase I prefer to support local businesses, and veterans when possible. Doesn't the city have other
things to worry about?!
65802 ‐ What happened to Free Interprise? I am against the city taking over trash hauling. They can't even mow the
weeds that need mowing, so they do not need any more jobs to do. We have a water retension area next to our home
that has grown up in tall weeds and hasn't been mowed for a year and a half. Also, the street behind our home is a dead
end street which isn't marked as such with a sign or anything. People throw plastic's, clothes, and other junk along this
street. Also our streets in our neighborhood are not wide enough for cars to pass one another if anyone parks on the
street. We need no parking signs on all streets. and dead‐end signs on streets that are dead‐end. I think the city has
enough to do if they will take care of matters like the above. Thank You
65802 ‐ I have Queen City refuge for my hauler, I am very satisfied with their service. I like the way the current system is
set up. I don't want someone choosing my service for me. I want to be able to choose the server I want. I'm not
concerned about the noise or traffic, it really is a non factor to me. I want to have a choice on who I use, and I really
can't see the noise factor or traffic being a problem. As a matter of fact, I've never heard any of my neighbors or friends
complaining about either of problems brought up by the City. The Queen City company is very good, and reasonable
priced. I want them for my carier. If you have any questions you can call me, David Kiser 417‐***‐****
65807 ‐ I want the choice to choose my trash company, I DO NOT want to be forced to use only one company. I chose
Queen City Disposal because they are affordable & I cancelled my service with WCA & Republic Services because every
bill I received was more than the previous and was at about $75 for 3 months when I cancelled them, more than twice
what Queen City is charging. I can't afford more than $39 for 3 months. Queen City has never raised my rates and I will
stay with them if they keep their rates reasonable. I don't want a Monopoly!! Ever!! What is the City thinking!? Not
about me!
65807 ‐ Don't mess with my right to choose Trash Service. I absolutely can not stand WCA & Republic Trash Service,
when they bought The Service I was using I Canceled and went with someone else. They are the worst business ever.
Rude, expensive and don't even pick up if weather is bad, the other companies I used always came no matter what.
65802 ‐ We don't need government in our business. Our trash hauler does an excellent job for a fair price. Competitive
haulers are necessary for prices to be kept reasonable.
65802 ‐ I can‐not‐believe the city is considering WCA‐ and Republic Service. "I would‐not use either of these haulers"
Both‐ have done un‐ethical business practice in my ‐opinion‐ one of them charges for missed pick up because driver got
a cell‐phone call "eye witness" the‐ other quotes one price for one‐ customer and a different price for another on same
St. Regards: fuel consumption and vehicle emissions‐ and traffic noise‐ Republic Service Driver need to learn how to shift
out of low gear‐ this truck roars down our St. (in low gear) while it consumes more fuel and‐ puts out more emissions‐
and‐ is disturbing to ALL.

65804 ‐ Do not create a monopoly of one or two vendors! This will only result in higher prices and poorer service. Over
time! Need I mention Mediacom as the perfect example of this? Customers will make sure that vendor service and costs
stay cometitive only when we have have the option to choose our vendor of preference!
65802 ‐ I support free enterprise and abhor unnecessary govt. involvement. The extent of government should be to
foster open playing field for anyone wanting to do business. Govt (through just laws) should referee and watch out for
those few inept or unscrupilous operators.
65810 ‐ I dont think the city should have their in it everyonehave the right to choose their own hauler not being told
who they have to choose this country is getting more like a dictatorship not a democracy what ever government decides
whtether the people agree are falling right into (live?) state and city
65807 ‐ I am not the leas bit interested in seeing the City of Springfield monopolize the trash industry. Cost and service
are my main concern.
65803 ‐ Here we go again‐ The city sticking their nose. Where it doesn't belong‐ Just because a couple people bitched
about the way it is‐ I say "If it isn't broke‐ don't fix it." Every once of the small business owners and lager one's have a
rite to compete and earn a living‐ To think this is called free interprise‐ I sent it? you "the city" need to but out and try to
take care of the more important things‐ then who hauls my trash
65807 ‐ Cost would go up if city takes over!
65803 ‐ Last time I checked this was America! We the people should be able to pick who picks up our trash. The City
already has a monopoly on utilities with only 1 company in charge of electric, water & sewage. They don't need to be in
charge of trash too! I switched two years ago Queen City started & have been VERY happy with the service, and the
price. They have done an outstanding job, and are company thats LOCAL and Veteran owned. BOTH are important to
me. As is my FREEDOM to choose who I pay for services!
65802 ‐I chose Queen City disposal because they are reliable, courtoas, dependable and cost efficent, living on a fixed
income is hard enough without the city taking more than they already do. SAVE FAMILY OWNED BUSINESSES
65803 ‐ I appriciate the excellent job my provider does each week and having the option to choose based on competitive
pricing as opposed to being billed no matter what like my gas sercives during the summer. $13 regardless of NO usage. I
want the right to choose my price instead of being billed unilaterally as a CU customer.
65807 ‐ Queen City is doing a very good job.
65802 ‐ I have no problem with my trash services at all. You are reasonable trash services will have
65802 ‐ Have had several companies in our neighborhood for trash pickup, but Queen City has been the best for usm so
far. Most are way overpriced for the same servies.
65803 ‐ First, the city should not get into changing trash service, leave as is, I want to chose the service company I want,
& it is cheeper, I have had WCA & Republic, before they kept raising my rate that is why & bad service I want a choice
otherwise there will a mopoly, if you eliminate the competition, then we will all PAY higher costs! I am on a Fixed
Income, cant have more rate hikes & I know how the city works on that. Hope this does some good but if you the (city)
takes over I will get another way to get my trash gone against city envolvedment in this.
65802 ‐ I an diffently against any single trash hauler or monopolizing trash industry. It doesn't work in any business
competition is good for business. As the recent election people stated less government say in business. As they lace 125
billion in the military a year it proves they don't know how to run any business. Just my thought. Very happy with my
current trash haulers they are prompt and very good about pick up. I have observed WCA as U used them in past, talk
about less trucks. I have seen for months a different truck will come to pick up 1 or 2 neighbors trash in one day this
goes on all the way down the street is there something wrong with here‐ lack of knowledge of their routes?
65802 ‐ I will use the cheapest hauler

65803 ‐ I am very pleased with Queen City & I HOPE that the smaller trash companies will not be forced out of business
due to the City getting involved.
65807 ‐ I am a single house dwelling. I only need to take trash out twice a month. There should be a program that only
charges me for twice a month instead of once a week.
65802 ‐ We like the trash pickup we now have.
65802 ‐ As a ninety year old person, its hard for me to take my waste to the curb, then bring the cart back in. All above
should be considered.
65802 ‐ I do not want to see the small trash companies forced out by the bigger companies. We are very satisfied with
our current collector, Queen City Disposal.
65804 ‐ I like Queen City Disposal
65804 ‐ I like my company!
65807 ‐ I prefer the free market approach to running this country. And I definitely prefer it in my city. I haven't seen
much that this city has tried to run lately that even remotely wants me to allow them to control waste disposal. Maybe if
our city leaders would worry more about the jobs they were hired to do and less about the picking winners and losers,
we'd all be better off. Thanks!
65807 ‐ ( promote completition not socialism) To the city council‐ You have wasted $100K on a stupid study. Do not
move to limit our choices. I have had the bigger name services and they are not better, just more expensive. I don’t have
trees but all my neighbors do. Allow us to blow leaves into the street.
65804 ‐ I don't see how one company could effectifly cover the whole Springfield area. I think there would be as many
trucks on the road as there is now or maybe more. I can't believe that the city would take this over and do away with all
of the small bbusinesses that depend on this for their employees livelyhood. I think the big trash company and the city
are trying to take over everything, doing away with that companies competition and another way to raise prices and
cause an undo hardship on the people that are on a fixed income. I see nothing good about this.
65807 ‐ I could not b e happier with my trash service and I haven't felt that way sinceKarmann service ended and before
that Klean Way Disposal. I was never happy with WCA and Republic Services caused more stressin my life than my job. I
don't want the City of Springfielddeciding who my trash carrier will be. The City does not have my best interest in mind,
they are only concerned with their profits.
65803 ‐ Keep your city nose out of small business, worry about other issue you can fix.
65802 ‐ The city should stay out of the trash hauling business. Fre enterprise business works and keep prices down.
Trash haulers need to hire their own people to recycle, that way all people can benefit with a job. I would like to see
people working, rather than carry signs around wanting a hand out.
65802 ‐ I would rather just stay with the trash service I have, they are a very good company & don’t charge and arm & a
leg for trash service, they are very courtuous and always pick up my trash each week for way less than any other trash
service offers, I think every individual should have the right to choose what trash servicewe want and i refuse to use any
others. Thank you!
65807 ‐ If I am unhappy with my service I want the choice to chose another provider. If noise is a concern to the City of
Spfl., require all vehicles, especailly motercycles to muffle it. Good Lord‐ too loud. I've already FIRED both WCA &
Republic for POOR SERVICE!!! Republic, AKA Allied, is trying to sue me for $10.63 because i refuse to pay them for
picking up buzzards barrel!
65803 ‐ Springfield DOES NOT NEED ANYMORE MONOPOLIES. City Utilities rips us off enough.
65802 ‐ I would hate to see one company only hauling trash.

65804 ‐ I do not support the ideas of having one waste company for the city, or of limiting a waste company to specific
neighborhoods. I do not believe that the city should be deciding who provides this service to the individual residences. I
do support the right of citizens to choose which company they do business with. Competition between companies
results in better service & better pricing. I am very pleased with the waste company that i use and have no desire to be
forced to change to a company of the city's choice.
65806 ‐ It is importan hat consumers have choices for services provided by independent businesses. Competition and
less regulation let the market work as intended.
65803 ‐ I am very puzzled as to why the City has decided to go after a system that works fairly well. I would rather see
the City do more to reduce it's environmental footprint to include leaving city vehicles running when they aren't being
driven. It might be a better idea to determine the placment of trash collection bins off of the curb when not being
collected.
65803 ‐ We are satisfied with out carrier and the fact they are family owned, and support a veteran and his family. We
do not promote a city owned trash service as it puts a small business owner out of business.
65803 ‐ The city should not have the right to tell me how to dispose of my trash or who I choose to do so. They should
not be able to tell me how much I can spend on my trash service.
65802 ‐ Keep it the way it is. No monopoly on trash pick‐up. I want to be able to choose who picks up my trash at a low
rate.
65807 ‐ I stand behind small business owned companies. And I resent the city trying to push a monopoly of this service.
65803 ‐ We like our garbage hauler pickup very much, and would love to keep them.
65803 ‐ I'm a huge supporter of family bussiness. It would be nice o have less trucks in the neighborhood. One particular
company picks up at 10:30PM. That's a little rediculous.
65807 ‐ The city is trying to put refuse haulers out of business that’s what it boils down to.
65803 ‐ I think we aught to be able to choose who we want for trash service. I won't trust the city. I think the city will
belike Media Com once the the other cable providers out of town, then there rate got so high and their service is
terrible. I think it will be the same way with the city.
65802 ‐ We hired smaller, family‐owned trash companies from the time we moved to Springfield almost ten years ago.
Time after time, our small carrier has been forced out by WCA. Each time, our costs have gone up and service reliability
has gone down. We have to make many calls to WCA to get trash picked up properly, and our bill is constantly being
raised. We are grateful whenever a small carrier is available to give an option besides WCA. With Queen City, we have
had NO problems, No missed trash pickup,NNO increase in our bill‐ only good, faithful service with no hassels. PLEASE
continue to honor people's rights to choose their own trash carrier!
65802 ‐ I like to be able to choose who I want service from. I have two different family members both living in Springfield
who have the exact same trash service from the exact same conpany, but that company charges aout $20 more than the
other per quarter. I like that option to find someone else if i dont like the curent service. Thank you.
65804 ‐ I think it would be horrible to force people to use only one trash service.
65802 – I don’t see how going to one company will solve infrastructure and road isusues, you still need the same
amount of trucks ecuase the trash pickup wont decrease. ESPECIALLY if they go with full curbside. All the recycling
people like me, that is dropped off by resident, will be added to volume. It's just the city's way to monopolize yet
another thing. Just saying...
65802 ‐ I worked as a trash collector for 25 years in California. Both residential and commercial. This having one hauer
for a city or area has happen to me twice 1st time in LA County Santa Fe Springs, 2nd time City of Ontario, CA. by waste

management. Both times in less than a year quality for personal service increase. our jobs were replaced by lower payed
empoyees and less skilled drivers.
65803 ‐ City utilities has a monopoly on our utility services so since there is no competition they can charge us an
outrageous price for our basic utilities. Prior to the popularity and availability of call phone and actual choices to the
customer.3 different towns in 3 different states‐ only 1 cable TV company was available‐ something over pricing being
charged for things we did not use and did not want. Monopoly‐ bed idea! Too many regualtions‐ bad idea‐ what
happened to freedom?
65803 ‐ I am concerned that the "City Government" can do better than the private sector. And think they can put small
business "out of business". I am not interested in paying more to get more government control. Even this survey is
worded to convince us that the city can do better than small business. Not buying it.
65802 ‐ Consolidated trash pickup is a bad idea. The stated benefits f the survey will be minimal, especially when
compared against putting several family owned small businesses out of commission. I sincerely hope the city of
springfield does not put corporate interests before the welfare of its community and the family owned businesses that
reside here.
65803 ‐ Please kepp our small local family companies! Thanks!
65803 ‐ I have seen large trash services like WCA come I and promise wonderful things. What happens is that it looks
great for about 2‐5 years. After all the competition is gone that price increases start and my bill will jump 50‐75% for
exactly the same service. I switched companies this last year becuase WCA has jumped my price after buyinh out my old
company. For the winter they charged me $14 to restart the service every spring. End result as many people are having
trouble nwo paying bills, why increase their costs. You will put businesess out and eliminate more jobs. Competition is a
good thing. Competition always kepps prices fair and service better. Why eliminate this for gas taxes. They have a right
to be there.
65802 ‐ I think moving to a single, city wide trash hauler is a horrible idea and I will oppose it. Citizens have the right to
choose their own providers. NO more monopolles on a service!
65804 ‐ I don’t like WCA. We had their services for 4 years. Our bill went up over $20/quarter. I have switched to Queen
City which offers a lower rate, a more personal relationship, and has always been reliable.
65803 ‐ This city wide trash proposal will only cost residents more money. The only way costs can be kept down is to
allow competieion. I had more expensive company before switching to Queen City Disposal and they were constantly
raising costs. And they don’t riase their rates every time i get a new bill. Do not do city wide! This is suppose to be a free
country and i should be able to choose what company i want to use. If it is implemented i will find another way ti
dispose of my trash!!!
65810 ‐ We have switched haulers 3 times because our hauler were bought out by a large hauler (WCA). Thye service
got worse and the rates went up after thr corp. hauler took over. I want to be able to select who I want to contract with,
not be forced to use who someone else wants.
65802 ‐ If the city thinks that they can control costs by eliminating competition they think also money grows on trees.
The will never reduce traffic as the carriers will have to increase these fleets to meet the demands. Who on the Board
introduced this idea and from home follow the money.
65803 ‐ I think that the city should leave alone the small family businesses trying to make a living alone. The city wants
to be like walmart. Come in an run all of the small people out, then they can set there prices. How they want to I think
that it sucks and i am for the small businesses.
65804 ‐ The more government is involved ‐ the higher the cost will be and the worst the servicein the long run.
Competition is the best way to insure good service.
65807 ‐ I do not appriciate the city trying to kill jobs for the small business man!

65803 ‐ I like the things the way they are. Our trash haulers all know that if they do not provide good service at fair
prices.‐ we can change companies. If you take that away‐ prices will climb and we lose all control. We should be trying to
en courage smaller companies and not put them out of businesses!
65804 ‐ Surely there is a way to service the city of Springfield wihtout destroying the small trash services iin businesses
now. We do not need to destroy the small businesses in the name of progress.
65803 ‐ We need to kepp open viwe on single trash services. I prefer it the way it is. And cheaper to. Cause I am on a
fixed income.
65802 ‐ We have 1 Monopoly in town City Utilities we do not need another one. I want to keep my own co to haul my
trash.
65804 ‐ Happy with my service Queen City Disposal
65802 ‐ We are extremely happy with our current trash provider. It would be nice if it was easier to recycle & if bulky
item pick up/Yard waste was easier to get rid of. I would NOT like to see the family owned busidnesses ran out!
65802 ‐ I am very satisfied with my service (queen city) and do not want the City taking over ANYTHING ELSE!
65802 ‐ I feel that a trash service is something we have to have. We may not like paying for it but we have to. So we are
customer that means we pay for service, so I would like it to be pick up on your day so far Im happy with who I have I
had one that already pick up when most do
65802 ‐ We like the freedon of picking the company in which we get the best service & cost ‐ we believe in free
interprize!
65807 ‐ Since I have the choice of what trash service I'm doing business with, I can always choose one that meets my
needs instead of one appointed to me. I'm very happy doing business with Queen City Disposal and I like having the
choice of doing business with who I want. We have enough issues forced on us.
65806 ‐ any monopoly is bad. Once there's no competition the rates will go up, up, up; customers deserve the right to
choose. I would like to pay by pick up. In a household of one, and recycling, I pay same price as some one with huge
amounts of trash. It takes about a month for me to fill my car (or more). I hope you will let us know how many responses
you get! Thank you!
65804 ‐ I would liket o be able to choose my own trash pick up service. My current provider is very reasonable in his
monthly charges‐ very dependable.
65804 ‐ I would like fewer trash trucks going up and down my street, but not at the expense of the city controling my
trash service.
65803 ‐ I am not thrilled about trash collection in the same neighborhoods on several days a week because of different
contractors; but the competition of several contractors keeps cost to residents low. When government gets involved
prices go up and un‐necessary regulations multiply. Also I believe some of the larger trash collection and disposal
companies have relationships with organizations that do not have the best interest of the public in mind. City
government should set the type & standard of service required & let the contractors & companies do the work.
65803 ‐ I do NOT want a city wide program to pick up my Trash. I want to have my CHOICE of trash company. I currently
have excellent service and would NOT want to change.
65803 ‐ They city of Spfd needs to keep its nose out of private business & leave the waste haulers of this city alone
65802 ‐ Keep small haulers & city stay out of there business
65802 ‐ We have had haulers who were not consistent with pickup. We really like our current company.

65803 ‐ I certainly don't want to eliminate the local haulers that are in Springfield MO. I nearly doubt the City can or will
offer a cost efficient or low cost device to everyone. Right now my City Utilities bill is ridiculous for my small home. I
imagine they would put forth a plan that winds up being just as ridiculous, people can't afford the high dollar C.U.
changes now, this is a low income community and I expect there would be trash everywhere if C.U. took over the hauler
services as no one would be able to afford them.
65804 ‐ Do not think the city should take over the collection of trash at all!
65807 ‐ I'm perfectly happy with the way things are‐ competition drives down cost and 2 don't think having one
company would protect us from increases in cost much as we see with sewer, utilities, ect.
65803 ‐ If it is not broken then don't try to fix it leave everything the way it is now! Competition benefits the consumer.
65803 ‐ orhood clean‐up. (I have lived in single‐hauler cities with high trash removal rates)* In my experience, instituting
a single hauler is not the answer designated zones might address traffic/road/fuel concerns. But the whole region needs
more education on recycling & there needs to be some type of "no littering" campaign. I personally collect one bag of
trash 5 days of the week in our neighborhood, while walking dogs. *Could a few bus stops have city sponsored trash bins
(Glenstone & Dale for example)?* *There is a reason economic/market competition is a good thing. When we changed
services our rates went from $18/month to $11/month. Isn't that a good thing?
65802 ‐ Like to see independent business such as Queen City continue operating
65810 ‐ I have been concerned about the city taking over trash disposal since it was introduced on the news. Why? ‐Cost
will go up because of no competition. Overcharging as the city usually does (ex: City Utilities) ‐ Putting small business out
of bussines. We are a city who likes to claim taking pride in protecting small business‐‐well, lets not hypocritical. I like
others have finally found a company who doesn't rip me off. There are only about 2 in this town. I am now paying half of
what I was and I'm happy. The city come in, it will go up 2x or more. The city needs to worry about the people in this
city‐family business‐ instead of putting people out of business and monopolizing the trash business to make a profit.
What next? Look at what Walmart has done to the grocery business across the country!
65810 ‐ I am so glad to have the chance to voice my opinion. This has been eating at me since I heard this on the news.
65803 ‐ I feel like having only one trash service for Springfield would create a monopoly and put small businesses out of
business. Without competition there is no incentive for good customer service.
65802 ‐ Like my service just the way it is thank you.
65803 ‐ I respect the city's concern for noise reduction in neighborhoods, however, an example of Monopoly in
Springfield is Mediacom for cable services, which is extremely overpriced and it offers poor customer services.
Monopolizing trash hauling is worse because at least you can use alternative television, where you can not opt out of
trash services. I feel that the City of Springfield forcing us to use sub‐par companies violates our rights. I feel that not
only is Springfield setting the city up for an expensive lawsuit, they are driving out small business and putting people in a
position where they may have to opt out of expensive trash pick up becuase they can't afford it. I have been a
"Springfieldian" my 47 years, but this makes me think twice about considering a move into the county.
65803 ‐ We want Queen City Disposal as our pick up co. there rates are more than fare. We id have a disposal co before
but we can't afford the other co high rates. Queen City always picks up any exra's we may have. The guy are always very
nice & friendly.
65803 ‐ I don't want to see the individual trash haulers gone,to many jobs lost and to much uncaring about people or the
job.
65807 ‐ Recycling should be easier & not so expensive to do @ curbside. Incentives for more recycling & less solid waste
could be promoted… OR fines for not recycling…
65802 ‐ The city needs to stop inerfering in private businesses. Do more to stop crime and speading around town

65806 ‐ I have lived here for 30 years. The one reason I am proud to live here is because Springfield always protected
and encouraged small busines. In the last few years this is not the case. Our city has become a monoply. We have one
cable provider. This city has promoted growth of Wal‐Mart. Many of the small locally owned stores are now closed. Our
city now has a grocery store drought. Our once great city that was full of history is now becoming a manufactured
generic city. WCA &Republic are not good services. They are a congolemerate with their own interests at heart. I chose
my service because it is a veteran owned company. It is the one bill that I proudly pay I love supporting them. I want
progress in Springfield but not at the cost for small business owners. This city once encouraged citizens to start
businesses. I beg you to not punish them now for change that is benificial to not a small business but a monoply.
Springfield values are based on honesty a trust. We are not based on hypocrisy.
65802 ‐ I want to choose who I do business with. Unlike my electric services water & gas I have NO choice & CU can &
does charge what they want if we had a choice the fee's would be more fare
65804 ‐ We are satisfied with our current trash collection. We want to continue to have a choice of who we pay to come
and collect, right now if we don't like our service we can get someone else, if the city takes over were stuck forever with
whatever they want to do. Competition is good for everyone. City of Springfield should concentrate on running the city
and let business owners run their business. I'm strictly against the city getting involved in this issuem and no, I not a
business owner, just a concered life long Springfieldian.
65802 ‐ I think it's only fair that we residents of springfield continue to have a choice of which disposal service we
residents of springfield use. Like small companies and family‐owned companies, I think that's only fair. This is what our
great country is founded on freedom of choice. The great United States of America. Freedom!
65802 ‐ Many questions & choices for answers contained biased & leading statements. This was NOT a neutral survery.
65802 ‐ I really love Queens. They are cheaper, do a better job, very polite & considerate. They charge what I am capable
of paying. I had Republic before & the were rude, didn't care if you had money or not, & stopped my service without
letting me know why. I REST MY CASE! QUEENS!!
65804 ‐ Competition among trash haulers hold down costs. Recycling is good, but should be left to the individual to do ‐
or not.
65802 ‐ City provide free pickup points 2 to 3 times a year, once after Christmas, once in Spring & once in Fall (This
would solve illegal dumping problems)
65807 ‐ I like to stay with what works! I am with queen city disposal, their service is good and at the lowest price I know
of.
65802 ‐ I prefer choosing the Trash Company that I want. I do not want the City to do that for me.
65807 ‐ This Country was built on Free enterprise, and The Small family businesses That are built under this statute has
the right to survive and make a Living. This is a free Country To make our own choices as we see fit, right or wrong, but
when some one forces their decision and choices, well that is nothing more than Communism. This is my right To free
speech or is that being Taken away too? I am very pleased with the service I recieve from Queen City and do not want to
have change and pay a higher rate because the city says so. Thank you
65802 ‐ I think theese Questions are very pointed to one side. Not a real survey. More of the same bad questions! I have
comments by the Question. Theese Surveys are always slanted to the one side and not a true survey.
65804 ‐ No more government! They City cannot fix pot holes or maintain other programs. The city enacts Laws that
cannot be enforced AKA chained dogs! Stay out of private enterprize! They city needs to be more efficient in the areas of
mosquito control. The answer to this is give the people complaining is a pair of nose plugs!
65803 ‐ We want our choices dont take more of our rights away
65809 ‐ Whos the survey for the city or hauler who has the best interest city or hauler stay out of family business it
works well

65803 ‐ I think we should be able to pick our own trash service.
65802 ‐ We currently have the most efficient system, namely, compatition and the right to choose service providers, I,
for one, adamantly oppose government monoplization‐ replacing private business with monopoly carriers donating to
the re‐election cotters of City Council persons.
65803 ‐ I do not support city‐wide trash service! I do not want the city to implement a city wide trash service. The city
already takes advantage of us with our taxes. I also had 2 different trash companies who were bought out by WCA and
rates continually increased. I have been with Queen City since they started and they have not increased my rate one
time. They have never missed a day unless a holiday & then came on the following business day.
65807 ‐ Protect small business
65802 ‐ They city shoud NOT seek to remove compition and increase costs of trash service in Springfield. If I have bulky
items to throw away I will deal with it. My old trash hauler raised the price to pay for fuel cost going up but never
lowered price when fuel cost came back down. City should build a jail and keep nose out of trash service
65802 ‐ If WE ARE Limited to 1 or 2 haulers then they can charge whatever they want‐ not a good idea‐Competition is
good!!!
65803 ‐ DON'T CARE ABOUT ANYTHING BUT COST! LOWER COST IS WHAT I AM AFTER! AMMOUNT OF TRUCKS IN THE
CITY DOES NOT BOTHER ME. COMPETITION KEEPS COSTS DOWN IM NOT FOR MONOPOLYS!
65810 ‐ I don not want city interference with business competition.
65803 ‐ I'm very happy with my trash hauler! They are very readonable priced and I feel that everyone should have the
right to have who ever they choose to haul their trash.
65803 ‐ I do not appriciate having my "choice" taken away. Id I wanted another company, I would switch. Queen City
Disposal has never refused to take anything I have left by the curb. They always wave and smile, therefore, they get
treats when I bake. If I wanted a different company, I would hire one. Keep my trash service as is. Kindest regards
65803 ‐ I like the company I am using and have no wish to change it.
65803 ‐ As not only a current springfield resident but as a native resident of springfeild I do not agree nor believe the
City taking over the citizens say of whom they can choose to contract their personal and business disposal services.
Many of our cities trash service conmpanies are locally owned and operated. They are small business owners that have
worked hard to build their companies by not only purchasing equipment, trucks, carts, ect but also ensuring their
customents are properly taken care of. We are ectremely happy with the trash services we recieve through Queen City
Disposal. They are prompt, friendly, and proffesional. Over the past 20 years that I have received disposal services, I
have found that the smaller locally owned and operated disposal companies to be the best at providing disposal
services. Please allow the residents of Springfield to keep their rights to choose what disposal services they choose to
use.
65803 ‐ We like the advantage of choosing our service
65802 ‐ When gives tax abatement to large companies Kraft, 3M, Wal‐Mart, Bass Pro. These business should pay their
fair share of taxes for city infreastructure. Such as roads, Police, Fire Dept., Small create jobs too. Conservative city
council seems to think, there shouldn't be competition for services. Trash hauler should file ani‐trust suit against city.
City is only interested replace revenue from tax abatements they have given.
65803 ‐ I do not like the idea of not being able to choose who I have for my service. Isn't that what this country is
supposed to be based on the freedom to make our own choices!!
65804 ‐ I USE QUEEN CITY DISPOSAL THEY ARE VERY GOOD & PROVIDE GREAT SERVICE AT A REASONABLE COST. OTHERS
CHARGE A LOT MORE AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF PEOPLE. I BELIEVE THAT THE INDEPENDENT TRASH COMPANIES
SHOULD BE LEFT ALONE BECAUSE THEY KEEP COSTS DOWN. IF YOU HAVE ONE T RASH SERVICE THEY UP THE PRICE AND

CHARGE WHAT THEY WANT. I SEEN IT HAPPEN IN DIFFERENT CITYS. REMEMBER COMPETITION IS GOOD AND IT
PROVIDES FAMILIES WITH A SOURCE OF INCOME.
65803 ‐ They only thing I would want different is curbside yard waste pick up but not for what you would charge to do it!
The last thing I want is for it to be like city utilities! No choice but to take it and no options! They don't do mant. On the
street I love on anyway
65802 ‐ I don't want City wide trash pickup
65804 ‐ We do NOT like the idea of pushing out the small business in this area that already provide trash service in order
to "unify" the process. They system works just fine the way it is with quality service provided & people able to earn a
living with their trash service business.
65806 ‐ I want freedom to choose my hauler. Competition! We like having the choice to choose the one we prefer to
pick up our trash. I want a home owned company, and I believe we should have that choice. We need competition to
remain in this city as it is now. Competition keeps the service good.
65804 ‐ I live alone and therefore don't have as much trash as a family. I look for the least expensive company b/c the
service is the same regardlwss of the cost. So why pay more for the same service? If the cost of city‐side service is low,
that would be great. Otherwise, I prefer to have the option of shopping for the least expensive service. After all‐ it's
trash.
65802 ‐ Keep local haulers in busness and not send all revenue to Taiwan or some other foreign company
65802 ‐ Good luck, Nick. Stand up to them. If I could walk, I would literally stand with you. Thanks for you and your
workers. Service should be on a case by case basis, where one doesn't give good service, we cant buy another. Only one
choice does not work for any. We all lose. Whater happened to Free Interprise? People with ?? to they to make a living,
help others make a living instead of standing in line for a handout. Our national debt has gone up several trillion in the
last seven years. CRASH. Applaude people for choosing to create work where there is none. I've lived in larger cities. One
service may sound good. In Chicago it didn't work years ago. All the other sounds good, but doesn't work. Check it out!
Be truthful. Allow people their right to work if they myst create it. Republic services leave much to recommmend them.
What about their St. Louis mess? Their workers were great. Headquarters, NO. They are good at thinking up ways to
increase their pockets, using ways left to not reccomend them.
65807 ‐ There should be NO Monoply in trash pick up. Everyone has a right to choose. It's not always about cost, I
choose mine because owner is a U.S. Veteran.
65804 ‐ I am extremely happy with Queen City Disposal. They always take whatever is put in the trash bin. If I am in
doubt, I call to see if I can leave some items not normal trash. They are always accommodating. The monthly fees are
very affordable and much less than other providers I have had in the past. WCA kept raising their prices; NN was more
than Queen City but less than WCA. Neither WCA or NN was willing to work on the price & really didn't seem to care
that I was changing service. I come from an area where trash removal services was controlled by the community I lived
in/ You have no control on what that service changes. So you have to accept that service. Not acceptiable. May be go
after the companies that are creating the problems & not jobs out of business. I have a choice for cable & internet. I
want to have a choice in trash removal. Queen City is quiet, efficient & accomodating. I HAVE CHOICES. I want to keep
them.
65803 ‐ I am sick of the city of springfield trying to monopolize everything so they can set there prices and screw
everybody. We Need and want to be able to make our own choice's to pick the company that best sutes or needs.
65803 ‐ We should be able to choose our own Waste Disposal Company. Americans have given up enough rights. They
City should no contribute to that.
65803 ‐ Restricting who can provide services (aka snall business owners) will increase monopolization and discourage
other small business owners/ As it is, there is a monopoly on digital hi speed internet and that service is horrible. With a
monopoly on waste/recycling, how will service & rates be in the future?

65803 ‐ We need to be free to have a choice of campanies, not just one of a monopoly for the whole city! It's not right!
Bigger cities make it work & so can we‐ this is so rediculous!!!
65804 ‐ I vote for private industry/ City/County government is avoiding compatition & is monopolized like CU
65802 ‐ I thank the City should keep their noise out of trash hauler's business. This is not New York City it should be up
too the people.
65807 ‐ I like my family owned business & would hae to see the city run them out of business. The City needs to just
leave things alone & stay out of the trash haulers business.
65810 ‐ This is a free country! I should not be told what trash company to use. I support the family waste haulers in Spfd.
65803 ‐ I do not want one company to pick up trash. We need to have choices. They one service I had bough Nixa Refuse
out, raised my rates and started charging a fuel surcharge even months after fuel price came down. So I changed to
another company. Its not right to put people out of jobs and let them charge whatever they want. Its like the insurance
companys & pharmaceruticals the carge whatever the want Thanks
65803 ‐ Would like for City to stay out of our trash pickup. Like my trash service. No more regulations from city.
65803 ‐ I'm all for improved handing of waste disposal. What I'm not at all for is filling our a survey that cleasly is biased
against existing small business owners and for large corporations, in the name of progress. This is one of those "for the
benefit of all" rationale issues whereby the little guy gets screwed, and (in this case) the local gov't. gets to make our
choices. I propse a genuinely unbiased research tool, wherein the people may offer their collective wisdom. There
actually are some forwards thinkers out there. My point is, the little guy make America. Ler's see if we can come up with
solutions that don't exclude him.
65803 ‐ There would still be the number of trucks and fumes. Cause you'd still have the same number of houses and
places to service. Get real. I live on a fixed income and going to stay with "Queen City". I can't afford a higher priced
company. And they are always very nice when asking Questions on the phone. The working people can't hardly afford to
live now, rent, electric, gas, food, upkeep on cars, ect. This sounds like a Wal‐Marts promise, where everyday prices are
lower than everyone else, but goes thru the roof. Why try to make this program better when it's already working good.
Money money money is all you people want. Money and control.
65802 ‐ We are definitely not for taking away our freedom of choice!! Enough of our freedoms have been taken away
already‐ we are not & will not give up another one!! What you are planning on doing is "kicking the little guys out of
business" to put their hard‐earned money into your big fat pockets already filled & overflowing with our money!! Just
leave us ALONE with the trash service we have freely chosen which is Queen City Disposal! Thank you!! PS is it possible
you all need raises?? Shame on you!!
65804 ‐ I'm HAPPY WITH MY TRASH SERVICE (Queen City Disposal) & I DON'T WANT TO CHANGE
65804 ‐ SAVE our small businesses Queen City Excellent service by this company.
65804 ‐ protect our small businesses
65804 ‐ We are satisfied with our present service! No changes please, we like service afford and their before 6 AM
pickup service.
65807 ‐ Hope to keep Queen City as my hauler, You do a great jon & always dependable!
65803 ‐ I am very happy with my current service. They are by far the most professional and consistent service I have ever
had. I have been a springfield resident for more than 30 years and I vote and pay taxes. I believe that I have the right to
choose which companies I want to use. I also believe that the city of springfield should spend their time trying to dictate
which trash company they want me to use thank‐you for the opportunity to give my opinion and help you decide which
direction to move our city.

65807 ‐ Idividual choice is a top priority for our household. We want to be able to choose the day we have collection, the
service provider we use, and the amount we pay for the services received. It should be our choice which service provider
we use.
65803 ‐ I am very happy with the trash service I have now. Queen City Disposal are alway courtious and prompt
65804 ‐ Individual choice is primary to us. We want to be able to choose the day we have collection and the amount we
pay for the service We want to choose our own service provider!
65804 ‐ I like my current hauler. I believe compeition is good for everyone.
65807 ‐ If you eliminate competition we will all end up paying more. The City of Springfield does not need to have a
monopoly on disposal service . If you want to fix something, fix City Utilities. The customer service is horrible and the
billing seems to be very inconsistent. Leave the disposal service alone! Thanks.
65806 ‐ I do not & will not support city‐wide/city‐sponsored trash services. This results in monopolies. Monopolies
always result in increased price. I will not use any City of Springfield trash services.
65802 ‐ I do not want the City of Springfield or anyone else telling me who I have to have for trash service!!! I'm very
happy with my trash company Queen City Disposal‐ I support the family waste haulers of Springfield
65803 ‐ Leave City and Government out of small business and personal choices. We do not need more control. City does
not do it's jobs now.
65803 ‐ While we agree that less traffic and MANY of the other things like yardwaste pickup ect ect. are importantm I do
not believe that taking away our choice of trash haulers should be in question. We like having the freedom to choose
and the ability to change trash haulers if we become disatisfyed. And also they provide Jobs and opportunitys for some
one to have a dream of becoming a business owner and working hard to achive that goal.
65802 ‐ Do not change to one trash service! It will cause higher rates, more trucks to be produced. No need to produce
more trucks and get rid of existing trucks just because one company wants to take over. Customers have the right to
choose between different companies due to service date, price, dependability and more. Eliminating choices is not
beneficial, Nor, is it cost efficient. That is taking jobs from employee's who have served several years and may be close
to retirement. It may and most likely would hurt their benefits! Leave the trash companies ALONE!
65802 ‐ I live in New York where the towns controlled the garbage pick up. It only led to higher costs for the customers.
There needs to be private competition, Keep fighting this! If you need any help let me know
65803 ‐ I THINK WE HAVE BIGGER THINGS TO WORRY ABOUT IN THE CITY THAN THE CITY CONTROLLING THE TRASH
SERVICE TOO! IN SOMEONE'S IMMENSE BRILLIANCY YOU'RE TAKING OUR RIGHTS AWAY AS CITIZENS! AS LONG AS THE
HAULERS ARE OPERATING A LEGIT BUSINESS, WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN TRASH, HELP THE CITIZENS
THAT ARE "UNABLE" (ELDERLY, INCAPABLE, DON'T HAVE THE MEANS) REMOVE YARD WASTE & LARGE ITEMS, NOT
"LIMIT" A PERSON FROM THRIVING OR LIVING FROM A BUSINESS THEY HAVE BUILT! CITY STAY OUT OF THE TRASH
BUSINESS! LEAVE AS IT IS!
65803 ‐ CITY STAY OUT OF THE TRASH BUSINESS! LEAVE IT AS IT IS! LET SMALL BUSINESS GROW! LET PEOPLE CHOOSE
WHO THEY WANT TO DO BUSINESS WITH
65804 ‐ We have had 3 Disposal Companies during the time we have lived at this address. We have been most satisfied
with Queen City Disposal.
65806 ‐ First off this Survey is more or less onesided towards the way the City and Republic Services want it to go by
Restricting answers to one choice when many of the choice for each answer is equally important. They city should
support the existing Trash Service Companies by asking them for input on what is needed to better services. And also
help them expand services such as recycling and better services for the elderly and handycapped. We need to insure
that the small family haulers stay in business to be able to keep the competitiveness spirit and the idea of keeping the

customers first in their service. When you let a single company monopolize any type service or industry they loose their
focus on the customer's needs.
65803 ‐ Happy with service. DO NOT want City of Spfld, to pucj my trash co.
65804 ‐ Government should stay out of the trash business. It's not necessary. I will move out of Springfield if
government doesn't stay out of the way.
65803 ‐ I don't feel the City should put small haulers out of business, they are only trying to make a living at least they
aren't on Welfare. They have put their life savings into the business not to have the city put them all out. They all
deserve better from the City. After all they pay taxes too :)
65806 ‐ I would like to keep my current trash company (Queen City Disposal LLC) Ive been with them almost a couple
years there a family owned business witch I like and they have a good name for there self. I have recommended to my
friends & neighbors to switch to them and many of them have and they are also satisified with service.
65803 ‐ Im retired Military and live on a fixed income. Queen City has saved me money. WMC went to over $30 per
month I can not afford that.
65803 ‐ I dont want another service provided by the city of springfield I want to have options to use a family owned
business
65802 ‐ Leave the trash the same, or just split the city in zones, and all trash companys only pickup on that zones days
65806 ‐ While recycling is the most important issue to the environment, socializing our trash services will not create
recycling options. We used to separate and recycle everything only to find out Springfield dumped it all anyway. Let's be
honest here, running small family businesses out is not the solution. Traffic and noise is not the problem. Its a city,
everyone expects noise, running small family business out won't nake the police and ambulance sirens any quieter or
the train whistle stop. These families have invested thousandsm hundreds of thousands of dollars in their collection
processes. Is your big company going to reimburse them? No‐ it's going to squash them. This survey is biased and
slanted toward getting socialized collection. I am not against it if it were a real solution.
65804 ‐ I want to keep my exisisting trash hauler (Queen City Disposal) I'm very happy w/ QCD, I do not want to change
at all Thank you
65802 ‐ My answer to question would be none of the above. This is one more example of Big Government taking our
freedoms away, I want to have the choice of changing trash service if I am not happy with the company I am dealing
with. If we go to one service that company would have no incentive to provide good low cost service.
65806 ‐ Queen City are professional. I disagree with the city monopolizing the trash companies. The customer should
have a choice on who they want collecting their trash.
65807 ‐ I agree that there are a lot of trash haulers in spfd currently, and I understand concerns about pollution + the
effect on infastructre. These are legitimate concerns. However, I much prefer having choices and do no want to have
one company forced on me. Thre is no need for WCA to own the city/ have a monopoly. I prefer having a choice +
smaller haulers. When WCA bought out our previous trash company, we switched to Queen City after less than a year,
because we did not want to be with such a major/larger hauler, and because of cost. I don't want to be forced to use
one single hauler, but I also am concerned about pollution + wear + teasr on roads. Maybe go with 3‐4 haulers for the
city? Rather than just one? (Glad I odn't have to make this decision :) But also concerned how the outcome will affect
me)
65803 ‐ While reducing fuel emmissions is important as well as keeping our rads in good condition it is very important to
my houshold that we have a choice in trash services and that we protect our local businesses. It is also noteable to this
household that city run waste systems in other communities have not been satisfactory.
65803 ‐ I personally don't think the noise, collection trucks, on the roads to reduce traffic are even a issue. Also, I don't
want to be made to recycle that should be up to that person. Yes it is important but we shold be encouraged not forced.

I like my current hauler they do a fantastic job, easy to get ahold of reliable this should be my choice who takes the trash
off my curb not the cities. THanks!
65802 ‐ I have had bad experiences with 2 of the "major" or biggest trash companies in springfield. I am now using a
service which has started as family + as a small business + has had great growth because the amazing service they
provide. It would be an absolute shame to see smaller company's out of business. I believe the city should require
people to have trash service + fine more people who don't, but forcing springfield's resident's to use on or any amount
of contracted services isn't fair to residents, nor the busisinesses effected!! Thank you!
65802 ‐ I do not want CU having only 1 trash company just like CU utilities they could charge what they wanted per
month and you'de have no choice but to pay or probably be fined. Its called a monopoly. Let competition determine rats
if you get a better deal switch. Just think what your rate would be if mediacom was the only internet , tv provider. I get
tired of 7 people tryling to run ever aspect of my life.
65804 ‐ Leave collection op to citizens noto the city. Stay out of small business
65809 ‐ Capitilism is important in this country‐so don't be considering a one company trash disposal.
65802 ‐ I like the fact that competition keeps prices low but if the city took over I think all companies should have choice
to stay in Springfield and the City divided up so all companies stay in business.
65804 ‐ We are not in favor of any service through the city that eliminates private haulers or family owned business. We
are perfectly satisfied with our current trash service and want to retain our freedom of choice!
65802 ‐ I thought it was illegal to eliminate competition among companies, allowing one group to monopolize their area
of the industry. And even a bigger no‐no when it's the government (City of Springfield) doing this. Thye are taking away a
check and balance system, with no competition they can put a price on this service that benefits them. We will have the
choice of paying what they demand or not taking the service. Which then if you don't take the suervice I am sure the
minute your trash starts piling up a little the City will issue a fine‐ making sure they get money from us.
65802 ‐ If the City feels it needs to get into the waste disposal business it needs to consider what is best for all the
communities that make up this city, and not how they can line their pockets. ‐Sorry‐ I'm not trying to be mean but I get
very upset when someone wants to take away my freedom of choice. We use to live somwhere else in Missouri that the
City only had one trash company picking up trash. And every time the City increased the cost to the trash company, the
Trash company had to increase the amount they charged us. When we moved away from there in 2010 our basic (once a
week trash pick‐up was cosing us $31 every month. For a family on a very limited budget having a choice to shop around
for what fits our needs is wonderful.
65807 ‐ Since this will promote competition I see one big co swallowing others‐ so just let it be natural if a hauler has to
get out. Thanks.
65807 ‐ Everytime WCA (twice) purchased my local small town hauler they raised my rates and I experienced poor
customer service. I will choose a company that values me as a customer for a fair rate. The big trash haulers are big
business. I prefer hometown disposal + queen city. If you force me to change I WILL BURN MY TRASH. I don't need you
deciding what is best for me + my household. A monopoly (even district wide) allows service standards to go down as
the company has already earned the business through your contracts and not through servicing their customers. This
project is about your landfill first and foremost and all the environmental bullshit is the city putting a positive spin on it.
How about the city tell the whole story!
65803 ‐ I personally prefer Queen City Disposal LLC to continue to be able to conduct their business. Thye have
wonderful rates and haven't taised them like my previous waste hauler did which was republic services, I cancelled the
service and have since used Queen City Disposal LLC and we are more than pleased with the company
65803 ‐ I don't think it is necessary for the city to move to a city‐wide trash system. Let capitalism work without
government interruption

65804 ‐ WE LOVE QUEEN CITY DISPOSAL SIGNED HAPPY QUEEN CITY DISPOSAL CUSTOMER
65802 ‐ I feel that my trash service does an excellent job for a very resonable rate. I have been very happy w/ the service
they provide + I would hate to lose them or be forced to use one city wide company as I believe the rates would only
steadily increase w/o competition
65802 ‐ We look for the lowest cost when it comes to trash service also there cleanlyness. We have been a lifetime
resident of springfield. An I can tell you this. J‐J's is a bad company so is pendergrass, but queen city has done a great
job. And a very low cost. we can't aford any higher cost. as were getting older back door service would be nice. Butt, no;
we do not want fewer companies cause it will not give us the choice to cost + service as we chose, thank you!
65802 ‐ We would not be in favor of local services being run out of b usiness for city‐ led efficiency. That has not proved
beneficial in other areas!
65802 ‐ I've lived in a city where the trash pick up was part of the cities responsibility. It was paid for by a local tax. The
cost just kept going up and up. We need competitive hauler so the community can get a fair deal.
65802 ‐ I like my current trash service their rates are low and never change! Any service provided by city or government
always raises rates not to mention the hundrads of jobs that will be lost
65802 ‐ Tax dollars go to road repair, Leave the small buisness man alone. Freedom of choice
65803 ‐ I have had to deal with a city provided trash service before in another city I lived in. The service was horrible. I
never want to go through that again. I have awesome service with the company I have now. I do not believe the city of
springfield can offfer the personilized service I recieve from my regular route drivier. The gentleman is friendly & timely.
SOmething that is hard to find these days.
65804 ‐ I am completely satisfied with the trash service + my trash company. I'm not in favor of one trash hauler doing it
all. That will certainly make the price go up. I had a christmas card from my trash hauler this year and I thought that was
extrememly kind of him. I suppose it might be better without so many trucks. but I want to keep my hauler and I respect
most people would be interested in doing the same. I'm completely happy with Queen City Disposal + would like hate to
lose them. I can't see having just one company because that would put too many trash companies + workers out of
business. They need to make a living the same as the rest of of us. Thank you for this opportunity of speaking out.

ONLINE SURVEY RESPONSES

65802

The last few questions don't seem well thought out because they simply are too complex to be "yes/no"
questions. It's odd that AFTER running through a series of questions around various facets of how the trash
system could change, a question simply asking, "Are you in favor of changing the way trash and recycling is
currently collected." Same with the question after that. Simply not a "yes/no" scenario. I MIGHT favor a
change with better services, but the huge missing piece to that question is at what cost? Even the part that
says "services improve AND cost decreases" would be open to further details in order to say "yes or no."
Some prior questions could also have benefited the City more by answering them as a rating scale rather
than a "choose one" scenario. For example the question asking "What one goal is the most important for
the City to consider" is trying to get at a complex problem too simplistically. I think it's VERY important to
do whatever can be done to protect businesses that have been operating for decades even if overall
change is made. So I would score that very highly, but I might score the "consistent services and rates"
option just as importantly. I hear of other cities that have, for instance, leaf pickup in the fall and I think,
"Wow, wouldn't THAT be nice!"

65807

I don't think the City should get involved in providing trash services for ANY reason. There is literally no
case that the city has presented that was even remotely persuasive for turning over trash collection to a
public entity.

65619

I fully support City run trash services.

65809

Republic Services is my vote they are great. My HOA is with Waste Corp for the same price I have, and I
won't switch bc the service is so great! I like the recycle idea!!!

65757

I think you should leave the small businesses alone and stop trying to run them out

65802

I believe in small business, not big business. I do however think we should have a city curbside recycling
that is funded from our already paid tax dollars.

65802

If the city council goes to one trash hauler, we will drain the swamp like we did Nov. 8th.

65803

I used to live in Columbia MO and loved how trash and yard waste pick up was included in my monthly
utilities.

65804

Just leave it how it is!! This company is great and you would put them out of business!!!

66804

It is extremely important for us as a community to support the independent trash collection businesses
that are owned by people here in our community. It is incomprehensible that we as a city would put our
own citizens out of business in favor of a nationally‐owned company. I recently cancelled my service with
WCA due to an admin fee that showed up on my bill one dayl. I experienced issues with the pickup of my
bins and could not solve the problem over the phone. Once I wrote a poor review on Yelp, I was contacted
by an employee at the national level and my problem was resolved with an email. I want to support
companies that are run by people who live by me. I don't want to have to post a bad review to get a
problem taken care of. On the other hand, there are probably 10 trash trucks that go by my house every
week. It's pretty loud in the early morning, and I would love to decrease that to 1‐2 trucks a week. I really
hope there is a way to solve this problem without putting the little guys out of business. It's our job to
support those in our community who are working hard to run their own businesses. Perhaps we can
contract them to service a portion of the city?

65802

Don't like to be told who I need to use for trash service or anything else. Having a choice is important to
me

65807

Changing the current ways may hurt families that own their owe businesses. Protect them.

65804

I would like to recycle glass through my curbside recycling service.

65804

I would REALLY enjoy everyone's trash day on the same day within the neighborhood! Curbside recycling
would mean MORE people would recycle and LESS landfill. As a family of 5 we make about 1.5‐2 bags of
trash per week and recycle a TON. More people would if it were part of their trash service! Also, recycling
needs to take glass!!!

65810

Think about the small businesses that would be shut down, it would cause many families who own those
buinesses in the springfield area to wonder where they are going to get the money they need to pay their
bills. My grandfather owns his own trash collecting business and he is in his 60's and he employs 2 of my
cousins as well and this is his only way of income. Dont take away our small businesses!

65804

Limiting the # of trash haulers would be like trying to limit the # of delivery vehicles or service vehicles
allowed to operate in the city. People need to be able to choose their provider just like with phone or
cable service, taking away their options should NEVER be an option.

65803

I moved here from MN and we had free recycling. We put out our containers every other week and they
came by and got them. We paid for trash service, but this was not part of the trash service offer. It was a
recycling program of some sort. We separated into plastic, glass and paper. So 3 containers. We didn't
have to go anywhere and no cost so everyone did it and it helped the environment as well as keep the
landfills less loaded. I would greatly be in favor of that. Since we moved here we have not recycled due to
cost and/or having to take it somewhere ourselves. Would be a great asset!!

65804

Pendergrass trash service Always does a great job, always on time and very friendly! I would not change!!!

65807

I am currently with Pendergrass. The entire family works for the business if the city does this then what
would they do? I would hate to see another family owned business pushed out of Springfield.

65807

Trash Nazis

65803

I prefer you don't try to ramrod another city service down our throats! Once you take over trash no one
will have any choice in the matter! Prefer to keep the one of my choising! But out city of Springfield!

65804

Let us pick who we give our money too!! Most people want to give there money to local companies..
Leave well enough alone!!!!

65803

I'm concerned about changes putting all of the locally owned trash services out of business and loss of jobs
in the community.

65803

WCA has done a good job over the years for our household.

65807

would love curbside glass recycling!

65803

I love my trash pickup service. I pay $14 a month for trash and recycling with weekly pickup. They city
would have to offer an even better program and the price would have to decrease in order for me to
support this.

65807

Really glad the city is considering this. I've long thought the number of different trash companies that go
through the neighborhoods on different days each week for a house here and a house there is ridiculous
and such a waste of resources and very inefficient. We have family in Little Rock and Fort Smith, AR where
there is city trash service and the ease, efficiency, consistency and various services provided like yardwaste
pick up and recycling has made me envious! As long as cost wouldn't SIGNIFICANTLY increase (but am even
open to some increase) I am extremely supportive of these proposals. Thanks for getting community
feedback!

65802

The City has no right to push out trash haulers and create a monopoly. It will turn out bad for business and
jobs.

65803

there are such a varity of prices, non consistant, i have payed up to 60 for three months services, becasue
of fees, the trash company charged, charges, that other companys included in there fee, i would pay no
more then 10. a month for my service.

65807

having lived in the city of St Louis it was nice not paying for trash service and having bulky and recycling.
My sister live I St Louis County where they went to a county wide service and it now cost her more and is
less reliable. I like my trash company and would hate to see them lose their business because of a city
wide service. I feel it would greatly hurt the smaller businesses. To truly decide if I were for or against this I
would need to see the costs and services involved.

65802

My main concern is not to see rates go any higher (hopefully lower).

65807

I have no complaints with the current system. My service is fairly priced and dependable. The amount of
room I have in my house to sort recycling determines how much and how often I recycle, so having more
containers at my curb for pickup would not affect anything. Why do you want to run local companies out
of business???

65807

Cost? How professional would the service be? How much would costs jump over the years? Need free
recycling. Love the yard waste pick up option.

65810

One of the few things I really miss about living in Southern California is having one trash day per week for
the entire neighborhood.

65807

The city needs to stay out of this. It can't take care of what it currently is doing. Proof positive it is
spending money for a survey to promote its own agenda.

65802

I would hope existing treason services and the workers would be hired by the city so they can keep their
jobs. I would also like the recycling to include glass and yard waste. There are only 2 adults living in our
house and we do not accumulate enough trash to fill the bin every week. We have asked our current trash
service if we could have trash pick up every other week and they do not provide that. Custom pick up
options would be very helpful.

65803

not having the option of choosing my own service provider

65810

My main concern is the number of companies offering trash service which causes so many big trucks on
my street.

65803

Very concerned over the cost of the changing trash service. Everywhere I have been, when the city
reduces service to one provider, the resulting monopoly, leads to higher prices and gradually reduced
service. I am a retiree, on fixed income, and I am tired of seeing my utility bills, property taxes, increase at
no fault of mine. I do not want my trash bill to follow suit. If my income increased at the rate of tax
increases and utility bill increases, then no concern.

65802

I checked no on the "price decrease" sections because the city may say the prices will decrease, or they
may decrease at the beginning, but when you have 1 server, be it the city or whoever, then you have a
monopoly. And then they can charge whatever they want because you have no other choice. Right now
trash companies compete for your business.

65803

I am concerned that a monopoly might offer a better deal at first but then change and turn out like
Mediacom has: Undesirable but without any other cable choices. The city has not done a good job of
protecting our interests in that area, so why would I believe they would in this area?

65804

I'm not necessarily in favor of a monopoly. Competition is good and helps fuel improved prices and better
service. However, right now the service we use offers trash weekly and recycling every other week. It
would be easier if we were able to include yard waste in the recycling container and have it picked up
weekly. Even if we aren't able to get those changes, having service for yard waste is highest on our want
list.

65804

I do not mind having a city wide collection. Just as long as City Utilities doesn't run it. They have higher
rates on their utilities and are constantly going up. Customer service at CU just frankly sucks. I could see
this being an issue if they ran the trash collection service. I do not trust CU on anything they do or say. So

yes I would be in favor of a trash collection service as long as contracted private companies offered this
service or if it was it's own department in the city that has NOTHING to do with CU. If CU ran the collection
service I rather opt out and dispose of my own thrash than to let those crooks take my money. I'd do
something different for utilities if I could but have no other choice than to lose my money to that criminal
organization.

65807

There are a lot of pros and cons to this which makes it hard to decipher. I can agree that there is a lot of
trash trucks on the road which can be a burden.a lot of services are nearly the same in cost, the difference
to me was the late fees are outrageous. My biggest fears with the whole study is looking the option to
choose. For example "if" the company I'm with raised the prices I can decide this is not fezable for me and
switch for a better price. we have more than one Bill the thought of a fixed rate or fixed company won't
work for me.

65810

The city of springfield should focus more on fixing roads and not driving there vehicles up and downside
roads for no reason

65804

I am not in favor of the city getting to choose who I choose for any of my Services. It allows a monopoly on
the service and prices can be changed to what ever the monopolized service wants.

65804

We are most satisfied with Moore Trash Service. Best we have ever had.

65803

Leave things as they are now. If you do this it will cost us more money.

65810

I don't feel I should have to pay the same as a family, one in my household and I may only have one bag a
week.

65804

I'm particularly unhappy that my trash company continues to charge a fuel surcharge, even though fuel
prices have dropped dramatically since it was initially instituted.

65802

Monopolizing trash collection, under any guise, will destroy jobs and decrease efficiency. I suspect it will
be like public transports "efficiency" or CU's "efficiency". Also, don't ask so many loaded questions that
presume the benefits *will* occur under monopolization. It's a logical fallacy.

65802

You cannot monopolize everything. Leave trash hauling alone. Let these companies stay competitive.
Everyone knows how this will go. The city takes over and they charge whatever they want and there is
nothing to do for it. I think that is called communism.

65804

Don't throw out our small business owners

65802

You said the "Trash Study" has nothing to do with going to only one trash hauler but these questions
indicate differently. The person that runs the city's Facebook page is a damn liar. Protect small businesses,
protect local trash haulers.

65804

I think having a city trash service is a fantastic idea. We have way too many trash trucks going up and
down our streets, making noise, polluting the air, and destroying our streets at all hours of every day. I
think it would benifit Springfield greatly to pay one fee, for one truck that would be able to not only pick
up trash but remove yard waste and recycling as well. Our household currently recycles mostly cardboard
but we would definitely recycle everything we possibly could if it was picked up curbside and the fee was
included in our service fee. Springfield definitely needs this. We have too much trash going into landfills
and too many trucks damaging our streets and polluting our air.

65807

I am against a monopoly of a city run trash service. There would be no recourse for bad service if the city
took over the trash service ‐ we don't need a City Utilities scenario.

65807

That about does it.

65802

It would be nice if glass could be picked up. Also, we only put our trash bin out maybe once every three
weeks because we hardly produce waste in a household of 2. Pay as you Throw would be a great initiative.

65807

Not having municipal waste services is chaotic and backwards. But I'd like to see the city subcontract to
people who've been doing the work so that they're not disrupted too badly if we switch.

65802

If EVERYONE pays for it. Each individual apartment renter be charged someway or somehow. Not the
landlord. Maybe on the personal property taxes.

65804

I am 110% happy with my current trash service and suspect they would not survive a major change.
Moreover, I like the free market and strongly suspect the City would wind up raising prices; I'm not saying
they plan to do so, but they would be quicker to do so once we're all locked in than the haulers are under
the free‐market system. It ain't broke, so don't fix it!

65804

I would love to have a city wide collection process instead of 8 different companies' trucks roaring through
our neighborhood on any given day. Trash truck drivers are definitely the craziest and most unsafe vehicles
on our city streets! Also, we would love to recycle, but it is expensive and not convenient at all to recycle
with our current company.

65807

Glad to see this study being done!

65809

Availability of recycling is the most important to me

65802

Thank you for addressing this issue. It's time to for the city to take control.

65802

see the real need as some kind of control of pricing.... in sep 2014 billing was up to $84... called around
and found "way better" prices. called to cancel service and price was adjusted to $42... small increases
have it at $51 by sep 2016. not sure of competition's prices now... just seems like pricing "policies" are
similar to cable tv... pricing has become a function of "what a customer will stand"...

65804

I currently do not recycle because you have to pay for an extra service. I previously lived in a city where
the city collected all garbage and recycling for the city limits as part of your taxes. It was a lovely set up.
You also could leave yard waste in black bags by your garbage can to distinguish them as biodegradable
waste. Springfield might do better to reduce their waste if recycling wasn't an extra cost to citizens

65804

I very much want to continue to support my locally owned and operated trash hauler, Moore's Trash
Service.

65804

Stay out of the trash service! This city government can't do anything right, you can't even set aside enough
to pay pensions when u know the cost, u have to ask the taxpayers for more money to pay fire and police
pensions, u are worthless!!!!!!!!!!!

65804

Please do not run established local businesses out of business and continue to allow residents to CHOOSE

65804

I lived in Columbia for a short time. I picked up my recycling bags from partners and it was so simple to put
recycling out for pick up. I loved it. I hope we get city wide curbside recycling!!! I am happy to pay for the
convenience!

65648

If it ain't broke, don't fix it.

65804

I USE A LARGER COMPANY‐‐BUT I AM VERY MUCH AGAINST RUNNING THE LITTLE MAN OUT‐‐THAT THE
SAME AS WALMART WHO RAN SO MANY FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS OUT‐‐THESE PEOPLE ARE LOCAL AND
NOT BIG CORP. SO THEY DESERVE THE RESPECT OF THEIR COMMUNITY.

65807

It is time for our city to do something about Trash Serivce. I have lived in Springfield for over 20 years and
own property in other cities. Springfield is the only one that does not include trash as a service. All other
properties include trash and recycling Rogersville system works very well for our rentals. We don't have to
worry about tenants purchasing their own trash service it is included. Let trash left at the properties is just
not an issue. Properties stay cleaner, because trash is included.

65804

Efficiency is good but these small business are important. Moores Trash Service is a business that I am
wish to support. Great Folks!

65804

Yes ‐ I do not feel the City should be mandating monopolistic rather than free market competition for trash
services. In reference to streets concerns, the city should place restrictions on concrete & dump trucks
traveling on residential streets as well as all trucks over a given weight. Why are you targeting only trash
trucks? To cover all trucks' damage to streets, the city can impose additional taxes to cover their damage
to streets. Also, promoting trash service monopolies in neighborhoods will not promote long term price
competition only free market competition will ensure this goal is achieved over the long run.

65804

I would like to see affordable rates for trash hauling.

65806

We already recycle on our own and go once a month. Curbside doesn't take glass.

65802

Small business that work hard deserve the right to have their livelihood. They will not be able to compete
in a bidding process with nationwide haulers.

65807

Curbside single stream recycling is a total disaster, environmentally unfriendly and it's to be avoid at all
cost. Keep the existing drop in recycling centers.

65804

I lived in Seattle where recycling was the norm, that everyone did. I hate that we are so backward here

65807

Quit trying to encroach on private enterprise.

65803

I think residents would be more likely to clean up their yards if curbside leaf and yard waste collection
services were provided. For me, it's easy to rake leaves and gather yard waste, The trouble is with hauling
it to a recycling center, since I do not own a truck. I mulch leaves as much as I can. However, with several
tall trees on my property, I can only mulch so much before my lawn gets buried with ground‐up leaves.
One criticism I have always had with privately contracting for waste collection is that every day is garbage
collection day in my neighborhood ‐ cans are at the curb and garbage trucks are driving on my street every
day. This way of collecting garbage seems very inefficient. Seems like a single hauler could provide the the
same (if not better) service for a lower cost with less neighborhood disruption , wear and tear on our
streets, and unsightly cans at the curb.

65803

I do not support curbside recycling in its current form. Recycled products are collected into the same
trucks/bins which can cause cross contamination. If curbside recycling will be part of the plan I would hope
this would be research further.

65807

Why is government entering into this private service? Are we going to regulate down to one tree trimming
service, one lawn service, one HVAC service. This is nothing more than an attempt by one service to have a

monopoly. WCA has been trying to do it for years by buying up the competition. Local government should
concentrate on important issues such as public safety, streets etc and stay out of trying to regulate would
should be private services.

65802

If the city gets involved the citizens know they will be over charged and consistent service will disappear
leading to more trash on the side of the road. Increased government involvment in services has always
lead to decreased rights of the citizens. The city need to stay out of trash business

65803

Back in Minnesota, The city put a recycling surcharge on our water bill & we would get a credit back that
covered the charge if we recycled. The city provided bar coded bins to keep track of this. This put the cost
of recycling on the people who refuse to participate!

65804

This is one of the worst ideas the city has had in a long time, and that is really saying something. We don't
need this. Prices will go up as they always do.

65807

I like my current trash service provider and do not see the need for the city to get involved when 12‐15
providers are competing within the city to keep costs low and service high.

65810

I don't want to pay more. I am also tired of trash companies that use automated trucks leaving trash cans
in the street (in areas with street parking) because they don't get it back on the curb with the automated
arm.

65802

I want glass recycling & yard waste curbside. Right now I have to take that separately to the center.

65809

It's not right to put these companies out of business

65809

What about jobs out there you want to take away and our right to choose who we want.

65802

I wouldn't agree with this if you made my trash service free. Less government is the answer, not more.

65807

I do not like all the trucks using the streets and breaking up pavement. Here is a thought‐put snow plows
on the front of garbage trucks. I have lived at my location for over 24 years and have never had my street
plowed.

65803

I like my current trash service. I like having the ability to change service if i don't like service provided. If we
go to single trash service the consumer has no voice or choice in how things are done. Single service, no
choices, NOT what i want!!

65804

Please don't take away the people's choice of trash hauler.

65804

I would not mind city wide trash pick up, I am concerned that individual companies would be put out of
business or be treated unfairly if brought into the system. Lets not let the hands of city government take
from the small business owner providing for their family and jobs for others. And with out increased prices
for city residents.

65807

I am extremely opposed to the idea of the city choosing my trash provider for me and creating a
monopoly, while putting small businesses out of business. Please leave things the way they are!

65810

Curbside yardwaste pick up is extremely desirable, especially since I don't have a personal vehicle that can
easily haul yardwaste to the recycling center. In towns where I've previously lived, mainly Lawrence, KS,
the city handled the yardwaste pick up and it was so much easier to maintain my yard. I would be thrilled
if this was the only thing the city did to change the solid waste program in the short term. All other
possible changes are nice, but would be secondary to the yardwaste pick up.

65804

Private trash haulers in Springfield are all rude and arrogant. All still charging "fuel recovery" surcharges
above their contract rates, even after fuel costs dropped 50%! None offer any yard waste removal. We live
in the city to enjoy managed community resources such as electric power, water, sewer, streets. Have
never figured out why waste pickup is the wild west instead of simply another managed CITY function. YES
city of Springfield take this public utility over and control it as part of civilized social services.

604

I think that the city should just leave things alone. I like having choices

65807

I am all for everything suggested in the survey. My only concern is how it will affect current collection
agencies, jobs, etc. I'm pro‐capitalism and would like to see the private sector grow.

65802

The city of springfield is broke, and its clear. We need better people in the high positions to make better
decisions so we the public dont have to get cornered by the city in paying for another city ran service at a
non competitive price. City utilities already has us by the balls on utility rates. Competition is grand i say.
Theres not a traffic problem due to the trash trucks, give me a break. My vote is hell no on city ran trash
collection.

65803

One other important component that is not included in this survey in compost services. This is gaining
popularity in many cities including St. Louis and Kansas City. I urge the city to please include this service in
this study.

65807

Everyone should be required to recycle. Trash should only be for waste. Compost Pickup should be an
option

65807

I lived in Boulder for 3 yrs and they want to be a Zero Waste community, everywhere you go you have 3
bins, trash, recycle, compost, and our curbside pickup for all three bins too. I think it was a city wide
hauler, but I didn't directly contract so I wouldn't know. I loved that system and the city wide effort to
participate. With that said, I worry mostly about the poorest in our community, if they get behind on
payments and there is but a single operator, do they lose service forever? Whereas now if they had "bad
credit" with one operator they might be able to shop around. I don't make a lot of money, but I'm above
the poverty level, I can afford an extra $1‐2 per month, but some folks really can't. And I'm worried about
the existing companies, what happens to them, and their employees, and all those trucks ‐ I mean please
tell me we're not gonna dump a truck in a landfill in order to make recycling pick up "more efficient." And
is every house required to have it like utilities? b/c honestly, I have one bag of trash a week and I'm
tempted to ask my neighbor if I can pitch it in their bin and pay them $5/month, it would be cheaper for
me and for them.

65804

The current waste companies seem to do a very nice job ‐ consistent pickup and non‐disruptive. I realize
there may be inefficiencies but I believe fair competition between the services will guide their pricing and
route selections. I would like to see the City increase recycling efforts as well as education and awareness
in order for residents to keep their property clean. Organized neighborhood cleanups is a very good idea.

65802

Keep it as it is

65803

Leave the citizens and small businesses alone

65804

My current trash service is fine. They pick up on time and consistent, the cost is very little per month, easy
online payment.

65804

Would like to see the option of compostables being taken at the City Recycling Centers. Separate from
yard waste, these are items like vegetable peels, and other non‐protein food scraps.

65804

Please leave this alone. You can not even take care of water run off problems, or mowing the grass on
your own city owned lots because you don't have the money. You will raise our rates as you always do on
anything you take over. The city of Springfield in incompetent. Leave it alone.

65804

i understand and agree with what their trying to do, but, i'm disabled on a tight budget. I've already
changed services because of rate increases... see now I can do that. I believe that even if we change to the
one service instead of the "12‐15" services, even at a cheaper rate than i'm getting now, sooner or later
those rates will go up. When that happens i'll have "no choices"...will I.

65810

In the summer, my street has 4 trucks on Monday and 3 on Tuesday, none of which are for
recycling,except for my yard cart. My street isn't wide, and is a cul de sac.

65804

My only problem with the way it is done now is that trucks can pick up from businesses at any time. I
understand there are times house holds cannot be picked up, but not businesses. There is a business next
door to me and there dumpster is right outside my bedroom window. The trash is picked up there about
11 PM, waking me up every week. Noise ordinances should include all

65802

Currently recycle all that can be. Would appreciate more hazardous item / chemical

65802

I already have curbside recycling. Already affordable. Son not wish the city to make my decisions for me.

65802

We like our trash service, they have weekly recycling included on our price. I DO NOT want the city
involved in my choices.

65804

curbside glass recycling should be available as well as regular yard waste and bulky item recycling and
pickup,

65804

My response for monthly cost of trash collection is based on my total monthly bill from WCA, which
includes recycling. I'm not sure how my total bill is broken down into trash collection vs. recycling. Also, I
wasn't sure how to respond to the last question because I already have curbside recycling and I maximize
my recycling. I don't think I could recycle more unless additional recycling services were offered.

65807

City wide trash service leaves EVERYONE at the mercy of the people in charge. You can raise the cost, with
no competiton . And as soon as everyone starts leaving couches, washers/dryers, or any other "bulky
items" on the curb, you will start sending out Price hike flyers in the bill. Because it will start happening,
and I will be one to do it. Competiton is a good thing, it keep things in check.

65807

An added option for picking up household food scraps for composting would also be encouraged ‐
especially during winter months when it is difficult to compost at home efficiently due to weather.

65804

I would LOVE to see a centralized trash collection system. The high number of trash trucks up and down
my street each week is really unfortunate ‐ they are loud and polluting, the street always has a couple of
houses with bins out (thus unsightly), and the increased traffic damages the street. I produce minimal
waste and try to recycle and compost as much as possible. A Pay as You Throw system would be very
welcome indeed (as long as it doesn't encourage illegal dumping).

65804

I like having the choice in choosing trash companies. Having competition keeps my rate low and allows me
to negotiate the best price. If the city takes over, prices will increase because that's what governments do,
increase the cost in everything. Now, if the city wants to offer a trash service in addition to the other
companies staying in business, then the free market will determine what's best for them, the individual,

which I'm for. And if the city service offers a better deal and more options at a better price, then I'll switch.
And when they start increasing the price, then I'll find a new provider.
65804

I would like to see glass added to curbside recycling.

65803

If it's not broke(n), don't fix it.

65804

As a private citizen who has toured our landfill twice over the past 3 years I was horrified to see the
difference in how much trash we accumulate over a 3 year period especially with the knowledge that 80%
of what is there is recyclable. I would love to see the city council members to tour that facility themselves
before making decisions about our trash service. I see increasing recycling through incentives such as pay
as you throw and offering curbside recycling as an included part of trash service to be an incredibly
powerful motivation for more people to recycle thus extending the life of our landfill (and environment!)
for many years to come.

65804

If you take away competition service will get worse and prices will eventually rise because there is not
another option.

65804

Would love to see trash day on our streets be one day a week so we don't see trash every day. This is the
only place we've lived that has had this chaos with trash.

65803

I used to live in a city where the city picked up garbage and it was paid for with tax dollars. There weren't
all those giant heaps of trash outside houses all the time because someone couldn't pay their trash bill or
couldn't pay for an extra pick‐up when doing a major cleanout. I recently decluttered and had to fill up my
neighbor's dumpster in addition to my own. Thankfully, he was out of town and had no trash of his own.
Maybe we would have fewer hoarders if people could get rid of stuff more easily.

65804

The amount of trash on our roadsides is disgusting. More education or more tickets are needed for people
who litter.

65802

We are VERY happy with the price and performance of our current trash service, which includes recycling. I
wish they offered glass pick up, but the collection center is close to our home and we utilize it. For our
current situation, we don't need any change in services and think this is a HUGE waste of taxpayer dollars
to hire a consultant to look into this. Typical City of Springfield business!!

65810

Our service is provided by a family that does everything on their own. I want them to be able to continue
their business and provide for their family!

65803

I live in an apartment and would like to have a recycling option.

65807

I've had Ozark Refuse, Inc for many years, and have NEVER had a problem! They are consistent, reliable
and costs less than most I have checked! They also let me use my own container instead of making me pay
& use theirs!

65802

Free enterprise

65804

Ilike having a choice.

65809

No

65807

N/a

65804

We are delighted the City would take time to look at these services in depth. Thank You! Happy New Year!

65807

Fine people for not RECYCLING

65809

Some larger cities pick up recycling for free and charge more for the trash pickup to encourage recycling.
Just a thought...

65804

Thanks for exploring this issue

65807

The cost of trash service cost so much, and did not include curbside recycling at my house, that we have
started taking everything to my parents home a mile away to utilize their trash/recycling service, instead.
We are avid recyclers and wish there was more opportunity for recycling in Springfield, especially at large
apartment complexes where many of my friends live.

65802

Two things ‐ First, Springfield definitely needs to make it easier to recycle. Our recycle bin is usually full,
but I watch my neighbors put their recycling in the trash. Frustrating. Second, I'm afraid of prices rising if
we can't shop around. I'm retired and on a limited income.

65802

Question: what effect will this have outside of Sgfld city limits?Still Springfield address.

65804

Remember that there are people on fixed incomes and people with disabilities. I do not want existing
businesses to be put out of business. Monopolies are not good.

65802

We already recycle 9 our own at drop off sites. If curbside offered we would use it if not a separate charge.
But want glass picked up. We also don‐t want to see dtop off centers close or reduce hours.

65804

POAs should be able to continue contracting one company's service, since most of the problems brought
up are already solved in our communities.

65807

Free market. Free enterprise.

65804

Let's do this , sounds wonderful

65802

We recycle as much as we possibly can and take it to the Lone Pine facility. We utilize WCA's little known
bag service which is $3.50 per large bag. We put trash out less than 1 bag a month. It would be hard to
beat those prices.

65804

I would also like to see it required that people not leave their trash cart at the curb as a city wide
ordinance. In neighborhoods with no homeowner's associations, some people leave their can at the curb
100% of the time and that is an nuisance and eyesore.

65807

Fuel has come way down but we still pay fuel surcharges. If a driver does not pick up trash, the company
calls you a liar when you know the trash container was put out. Prices go up and up when their cost have
gone down.

65804

Trash is just that ... trash! My main interest is to dispose of it as economical as possible, all other issues in
my opinion are just that ... issues ! I do not believe the street maintenance suffers because of trash trucks.
Just my opinion

65803

I have less trash because I recycle. I should pay less than someone who has a lot of trash and does not
recycle.

65721

For the record, I don't think the city needs to be meddling in the garbage pick‐up. You have much bigger
fish you could be frying ‐‐ like, for instance, INCREASING THE NUMBER OF COPS ON OUR STREETS,
DEALING WITH THE MASSIVE PANHANDLING PROBLEM, DEALING WITH THE INCREASED CRIME, etc. etc. A

young woman I know got mugged RIGHT NEXT TO THE DISCOVERY CENTER this past year in broad daylight
on a weekday ‐‐ and that is a much bigger problem, in my opinion, than mis‐matched garbage cans on my
street.
65803

We need to do more recycling in Springfield. This will reduce the amount of trash going into landfills.

65804

Curbside city wide appliance and bulky item pick up would help with chronic nuisance properties. City
wide brush pick up , please!

65804

Make glass recycling available curbside. Currently I am unaware of any companies locally that have this.

65802

Increase recycling ‐ require it if necessary or offer an indenture to households who recycle and verify the
haulers are recycling & not illegal dumping

65804

We are only interested in changing to city wide trash and recylcing services if it is offered as a city utility
(such as our gas and water now). We are not interested in forcing out other companies so that one private
company is in charge of all trash and/or recycling services for the entire city.

65804

The trash companies seem to have it backwards. We always have more in the recycling bin that in the
regular waste bin. The recycling should be picked up weekly and the other every two weeks.

65807

We would recycle if the cost for the extra trash can was priced better.

65807

I am 100% against government controlled trash collection. It is currently a free market system governed by
your regulations. Leave it that way. Let the free market be free and keep government out of it.

65802

I am very happy with Republic Services and am concerned that using one hauler would decrease customer
responsiveness.

65809

Offer weekly and biweekly pick up options. I do not need weekly trash pick up, yet reducing frequency of
waste pick up is not an option.

65803

I would pay more to lesson missions and less wear and tear on our roads. And I believe recycling should be
included

65804

We chose our specific hauler because the day the trash is picked up is convenient to us. I like a Tuesday or
Wednesday pickup up day. I can clean out hte garage or the shop on the weekend and have it picked up on
Tuesday so I don't have to look at the trash all week. I am satisfied with our hauler.

65619

Please provide protections for our small carriers!!!

65803

We have our recycling picked up every other week, when in reality we recycle more than we create trash
and I feel like a lot of households that recycle do that. I only buy products that can be recycled so I don't
create a lot of trash, which results in me taking my recycling to the community center more than I should
since I am paying for the service.

65804

Love to have city wide cleanups at least 2 times per year and recycling at curb.

65802

we need to keep the ability to choose our hauler ‐ this keeps people employed and rates competitive. I
would like to see all haulers have a curbside recycling program.

65802

I do not want to see private trash companies shut down. There are other ways to decrease the amount of
daily noise and traffic. A collaborative schedule could be implemented among trash companies..trucks
assigned one day per week into a neighborhood, etc.

65810

Focus on bringing more jobs to SGF and resolving jail situation.

65810

Our household recycles everything we can. Miller Trash Service has come every week even on holidays
(except Christmas). Your above question for increased education for recycling is a have to but I put
expanded curbside recycling first‐ I still see soda and beer cans in people's trash‐ I find that very
disconcerting as aluminum cans have been able to be recycled for many years. Convenience and education
are both a must to protect our environment. Thank you (PS‐ we would not recycle more with curbside as
we already do what we can)

65807

We are STRONGLY in favor of a municipal trash and recycling program. We have lived in cities previously
with these services (as well as yard waste and bulky item), and it was convenient and fostered cleaner,
more sustainable neighborhoods. The current system in Springfield is a mess, quite frankly. We
understand that a transition would be difficult for those companies currently proving services, and there
isn't an easy solution to that issue. But in general, this is a service that is much more efficiently and
effectively handled by a municipal system.

65802

Hard to recycle glass have to drive across town. Sounds to me like if you had better large item pickups, and
better appliance etc p/u then a lot of this trash strewn about would be gone.

65802

I just wish that they would recycle glass in this town as a service. It is a HUGE inconvenience to have to
take all of our glass bottles to a recycle center. It's kind of ridiculous in a town this size that there isn't a
service for it!

65807

I have had the Moores collect my trash for 25 years. They do a wonderful service and would not want
anyone else.

65807

I love the idea of this, because I hate hearing the various trucks daily in our small neighborhood. But I do
worry the local haulers will be pushed out. I also worry it will eventually become like our cable/internet
options now ‐ very low competition. That makes me leery of the plan overall. Thanks for collecting info!

65802

I am strongly in favor of having a choice in my trash and recycling services. Even if costs initially decrease,
if there is a monopoly, there is no way to ensure that costs won't end up increasing, or service becoming
poor, over time.

65807

More efficiency, more recycling, less pollution, less road wear, I'm in favor!

65802

I currently don't recycle as WCA would charge me double to do it. I've lived in cities that have city wide
recycling services and it's awesome. I'm also very in favor of lowering carbon footprints and less vehicle
pollution. Springfield needs to get green!!

65803

Accept glass in recycling

65810

Please look at the city of North Little Rock, AR. They picked up everything. We could blow our leaves into
the street for pickup. It helped keep the neighborhoods clean. I work 6 days a week. I don't have time to
haul, sift, sort everything I need to dispose of. I'm willing to pay.

65803

I have lived in Phoenix metro and D.C. Metro. Get with the times Springfield! I live in an "affluent"
neighborhood. I am the only person in my view that recycles. People here don't get it.

65803

I have lived in several cities that had trash service and recycling. I loved it for many reasons such as
improved recycling service and people seemed less likely to lest trash pile up because they automatically
had service wrapped into utility costs

65802

Citywide services may also reduce the number of unsightly cans left curbside several days a week.

65804

Our recycling fills up faster than trash but is only picked up every other week.

65807

I have trash trucks going through my neighborhood at 4:15am. I live on the corner and they wake me up
twice a week as they come through. I don't like trash vehicles doing pickups in my neighborhood that early
in the morning.

65810

We do not support the city wide ‐ one trash service being proposed. That is a monopoly. It didn't work well
for anyone when this same "city wide service" was put into place with cable making Mediacom the only
provider. That monopoly didn't work well and this will not either.

65807

I am happy with the current system except the convenience of recycling.

65807

20 houses eight different garbage collection companies.

65807

Please support our locally‐owned haulers and not the out‐of‐state corporations.

65804

WHY ISN'T CITY‐WIDE TRASH/RECYCLING/YARD WASTE/BULK ITEM PICKUP SOMETHING WE'VE BEEN
DOING FOR YEARS ALREADY?????????????????????????????????????????????

65807

To last question‐I already recycle everything I can. Also, please consider my answer to the question, What
Trash Company do I use?

65807

I'm in favor of bettering services, but at the same time feel as if businesses have a right to compete for
services and consumers should have a choice in whom they choose to use.

65803

Could we get styrofoam recycling too? Maybe a place to drop plastic bags off.

65807

Would love to see only one garbage truck a week in my cul de sac instead of six. Would be great to pay less
for my one 13‐gallon bag/week than my neighbors with their overflowing dumpsters.

65802

I personally think that the city needs to stay out of the trash business and let the private sector handle
things. the city and county are already taxing these companies to do business which includes road repairs.
if the city/county don't prioritize their spending month by month and year by year, they only have
themselves to blame for inadequate funding of road projects. noise/traffic? really? the bulk of traffic in
Springfield is commercial delivery/service and passenger vehicles. how many trash trucks are actually
operating in town? I think the city needs to be more honest with why they are even looking into this;
expanding it's little empire and forcing out free enterprise. I've been with Buzzard Waste since I bought my
house 2 years ago, six months ago they were bought out by Republic Services, a national carrier. do you
not think that this improved the "efficiency" of trash service by adding the Buzzard addresses?

65804

Make a decision, implement it and move on to bigger issues in the community.

65807

A two cubic foot tub is not enough for recycling. Most throw away items can be recycled. I fill the recycling
faster and fuller than the trash. None of your questions addressed the size of the containers. The survey
talks about improving the system, but never addresses closing of local businesses and loss of jobs. I found
this survey to be heavily biased and simply a form of propaganda to push for a city run trash service. I

answered as honestly as I could, though the questions often don't provide means for the expression of my
actual opinion. But, hey, you get what you want and some "evidence" to back it up.

65807

Private haulers on contract has worked very well in ohter areas. Divide the city into managable sections
and go for bids. Bulky item and yardwaste are very difficult for many to get rid of and cause neighborhood
decay, especially in lower and lower middle income areas. How can Iknow of future public meetings on
this effort: BRMG@ATT.NET

65804

Recycling is both needed and desired by many. If was made readily available across a mass scale and it was
"user friendly" (people are lazy. To not have to separate their recycling would benefit many) many would
take advantage of it.

65804

It was surprising to me when I moved here that a city the size of Springfield, a college town to boot, does
such a poor job of encouraging recycling. Convenience and education in these areas is vital to a thriving
economy like Springfield's. More recycling would provide much needed jobs here as well, and greatly
reduce this city's carbon footprint. This is a great chance for Springfield to be a role model for surrounding
communities.

65807

I live 100 feet outside the city limits, own rental property inside the city limits. I am 100% against the City
of Springfield, City Utilities or other government ownership and operation of Trash and Recycling
Collection services. Thank you for conducting this survey.

65802

I believe Springfield, as well as the rest of the country, must help in cleaning up this planet we call home
before it's too late....

65804

Do not want to put good people out of business, but recycling should be made easier and accessible to
everyone in Springfield.

65802

I have 6 different trash trucks down our road, there should only be one. Instead of city taking over and
putting company's out of business they should be divided between existing company's.

65804

Thank you for finally accessing these issues when it comes to lower costs for the city and the residents

65804

Happy with my service answer ability to change companies If I choose. I don't support having my choices
taken from me

65804

Should offer incentives to reduce solid waste and practice recycling. If sorted and properly prepared then a
reduction in cost to household. If not recycling highest rate. Secondary rate to people who recycling but
not sorting. Consider offering a reuse program for items that are still good and usable, where a small fee
collected on both ends. One for pick up and one to buyer. Or better yet to keep the extra out of solid
waste fills offer it free. A win/win to everyone. There should also be more education on how to recycle
hazardous materials.

65802

Shutting down private trash haulers would be unfair to those businesses and employees who have
provided services to residents over the years. We've had the same trash service for over 20 years and are
very satisfied with them.

65804

The system works great currently. I recently left a city where they control the trash service and it's a night
mare. You have to buy bags from the city at at extremely high rate and if you are caught throwing away
recyclable, you can be fined. This is not something that needs to happen to Springfield. It might not
happen at once but over time could.

65803

I would like for our city to work towards recycling‐‐making it easy and cheap for folks to recycle and then
making sure that things actually get recycled. Perhaps the city could offer recycle contains for INSIDE, such
as in bars, etc. Not only should recycling be expanding; it should be a law against not recycling.

65803

The city should provide services rather than residents choosing a vendor

65802

I love the idea of "Pay as You Throw" to increase waste consciousness in every household. It empowers a
better future for us all!

65804

I hope we keep the choice of providers and encourage competition and free enterprise. Put emphasis on
noisy motorcycles ripping up and down the street, thieves, sex offenders, and other law breakers. Create
opportunities and venues for people to take responsibility for recycling and leave trash pickup for the
haulers. E erroneous needs to do their part and take responsibility for the environment. The city needs to
stay out of the trash pick up business! Don't ruin free enterprise with more government interference.

65802

I am happy with how we have it now. When we lived in KC the PU trash and bags were free. They probably
had it in taxes some how

65804

We lived in Onalaska, WI and they had a fantastic trash service. Everything was recycled. If it could be
burned it was and used to produce electricity. If it couldn't be burned it was recycled. I would love to see
that here. No landfill at all.

65802

I believe the government has no business interfering in the trash collection business. We DO NOT need
more government!!!

65802

I don't want to see the smaller companies put out of business

65802

a city tax that would be set to pay for trash pick up

65807

I don't have a car. Even though the recycle place is around the corner, it's a barrier. If curbside recycle was
offered, I would LOVE it and use it every week.

65804

I am concerned about current trash services being put out of business...especially the small mom and pop
services that depend on this service to support their families.

65802

your hurting small local business. your going to hurt our economy by putting these businesses out of
business. There will be fewer jobs.

65807

What consideration is given to waste services for business? I manage commercial properties throughout
the country. Without exception, in markets where trash services are franchised and/or managed by the
municipality costs are higher, services limited, restrictions increased. "Government efficiency" is an
oxymoron. Please do not segment, or otherwise alter, the free market place. The model is good theory but
bad application. Thank you, Dan Hoy.

65810

This "survey" is improperly constructed. It's characterized by biased leading questions.

65807

I am happy with Hometown they do a wonderful job. The price is ok. I like Hometown very much but I
know their are companies that are not doing their job like J&J refuse they don't pick up like the should and
dump trash on the ground etc... I do feel their should be penalties for companies that don't do their jobs
properly. J&J and Pendergrass are both bad companies. I have never had a problem with Hometown they
do a great job. I am disabled and they get they still empty my bin if I can't get it to the curb. I love my
service and don't want to change.

65803

I "share" My trash pick up with my elderly mother in law who lives across the street from me (she has
about a Walmart bag worth of trash a week and my service knows we do this) because she is on a fixed
income and would not be able to afford trash pick up for her very small amount of trash she does throw
away. We "recycle" with a local artist who uses much of our "waste" as material for their work. For this
reason, making everyone pay for trash pick up is wrong for us! Leave us have our companies. (We have a
trash truck come thru my neighborhood every morning of the week at the same time of day. It's no
different than the neighborhoods that have a school bus pass their house.)

65803

I'm glad that the city is being open‐minded and are offering this survey to the public and considering what
people have to say.

65804

If the mayor or city council makes me use the trash hauler they pick, I will make it my life's mission to get
all of them voted out of office.

65802

Happy with current trash & recycling services...but wish the city helped with "large item haul off" & yard
waste. Wish recycling took all items (they don't take glass at our curbside pickup) & wish our company
picked up recycling weekly.

65802

Just concerned moving to a single trash collection service will displace lots of people.

65807

Recycling should be made easier to do so more people are aware! Our landfill is huge and a problem.

65807

Recycling needs to be promoted more!!

65804

If the competition is reduced/eliminated then the city needs to oversee rectifying complaints/disputes.

65802

Worried about bugs/pest w recycling. No worries when able to seal trash bags to avoid bugs

65806

I support the city providing trash service. Consistent rates and quality would be a welcome change from
our current set‐up.

65806

I believe so strongly in recycling services, that I think there should be fees assessed for those who DON'T
recycle. Composting is very important also.

65802

We need competitive business in order to keep prices down. I had two different companies over the years
get bought out by Automated Waste then my rates went up and service quality down. They are like the
"Mafia" in my opinion. What if a company could get say 80% of the people living on a street/subdivision to
do business with them and then offer a cut rate on monthly prices? That would cut down on traffic and be
more efficient for the hauling company too. If you don't like their service then you can still change haulers,
but if we go to one company only for the city then prices WILL keep going up in time. We must give
anyone having a hauling business the opportunity to stay in their business if they want.

65802

leave it alone as it currently works.

65894

I can see no advantage to a single city wide service. I expect costs would begin low and rise steadily in a
single contractor arrangement. I cannot afford increases! Add recycling services but let the free market
work!

65802

I like my current company and they have been fair and efficient without charging much. They do a great
job. I sleep days and the noise of the different companies do not bother me at all. I don't see the noise as
an issue and I really would prefer to see private companies be able to compete rather than being told I
have to use one way no matter what the cost or service.

65804

Very satisfied with trash service,I am in no favor of the city getting more involved in trash service,I
support,which there is one at Galloway a recycling center,absolutely not in favor of taking away
competition,I drive all the time and have for years and these trucks are no more problem than any
other,this is a California,left wing,socialist idea that where does it stop,soda,mower
companies,hamburgers??? Ridiculous! I am not at all trusting of prices lowering,better service,etc.,I don't
don't buy it one bit. EB

65803

Recycling should not cost more.

65802

The City Council needs to stay out of this. Why would you want to eliminate jobs.

65804

Please do this! Springfield is too big of a city to not have this centralized

65806

Yes. We have lived in Springfield for three years, two in the City and one outside city limits. We have never
had enough trash to make it worthwhile to employ a hauler. In the city our neighbor said just put our little
bag into his can. Sometimes I was carrying our little bag into the city to place it in city park trash cans, or
retailer parking lot trash cans but felt guilty for "cheating". Now my neighbor in the country says just add
our little bag to his can. Citizens need to cooperate to decide upon one hauler to rumble down the streets.
They might double or triple up the houses that are served every time the trash truck stops: curbside could
be at you neighbors house or across the street or even at the opening of a dead‐end street. Right now we
collect our neighbors recycling for them and take it into the collection center with ours and they take our
landfill trash with their trash hauler, but I must admit its silly to have a trash hauler come all the way out
here (4.5 miles outside city limits) weekly when the bin is less than half full with both of our families using
it.

65802

It is not desirable to have a monopoly provider. When my rates increase too much I change providers and
get a good discount for several months due to competition.

65803

We added recycling with our current service. They gave us a separate bin, but collected everything in the
same truck and did not recycle. I would hope there would be some check to make sure this would not
happen in the future with whoever dumps the recycle.

65810

Leave this alone, cost will not decrease, once the city gains the monopoly it's out of the consumers
control. This has happened to us in other cities. It will happen here too. Leave the mom and pop
businesses alone.

65807

I want to make sure that our trash workers are provided with on‐going employment. What you are
suggesting will put many people out of work. Not a good idea. I like the idea of choice.

65807

I wish recycling was mandatory like in new york. We need to take better care of ourselves and be more
mindful. Recycling education programs might help or tying trash and recycling together so it is accessible
to all.

65802

You bastards always wanna find some kind of way to shove recycling up our ass. Move back to east or west
coast. Our trash problems have nothing to do with recycling. Drive through zone one and look at all the
crap in people's yards. Maybe we should be more worried about cleaning our city instead of whether
some plastic hits the glass bin. I'd rather get kicked in the nuts than recycle on a weekly basis. This will
eventually hit our wallets.

65807

You are going to create a monopoly here. What happens to the small business. City goverment will run
them out of business, thats what will happen. Stay out of it, period!!

65807

This will obviously hurt small business that pick up trash right now. The city (and/or government) shouldn't
push their recycling agenda on its citizens. When you start to add extra "services" like yard waste and
other types of recycling, the bill goes up. Eventually like in other cities we will see fines for improper waste
management if we put glass in the plastic bin. Maybe the city should be more worried about cleaning the
trash up on people's lawns rather than hurt our economy for that sake of liberal hippy recycling. All my
trash will be throw on the steps of city Hall if we are forced to buy your crap. The prices maybe cheaper at
first and that's how you turds will get away with this, but like all government force program the price will
go up. Thanks a lot Obama.

65807

Stop wasting time and taxpayer money on crap like this. Our City Council spends more time on these
backdoor liberal environmental regulations. Focus on less HUD housing and less social engineering. Focus
more on being business friendly. If you want to do something productive. Expand the zoo. Government
needs to stay out of private sector.

65802

No big government. This hurts small business and I am confident this would create an increase in cost
because there would be no competitive pricing. I am NOT for this change!

65804

the city should provide trash pick up service as part of CU for $10 a month.

65802

Once there is a monopoly, what mechanism will there be to control costs? Who compensates the
displaced existing haulers? Their employees??

65802

If nothing else, please, PLEASE launch a "recycling awareness" program!

65809

We need recycling as part of our service

65807

It's clear you have worded this survey to get the results that will favor your position. I do not believe the
city becoming the sole trash provider will be beneficial for the people in the long term. You promise us
everything but will not be held accountable when you do not keep these promises and you have no shame
about it. It's all about control.

65807

We have pick up twice a week, I think that excessive. We should still get to choose who we have,
otherwise service will get uncompetitive in price.

65810

I have looked into recycling for my family. Because of the increased cost we opted not to participate at this
time. Please make recycling more convenient and cost efficient for all families.

65804

Bag service. Buy bags from trash company and have it picked up only when full. Induces more recycling
and less trash production.

65802

A more accessible Recycling program would greatly benefit not only the beautiful environment
surrounding the Springfield area, something most people in this area care deeply for.

65802

I like it the way it is. We should be allowed free choice.

65807

Aren't there more pressing issues to worry about? I think there are.

65807

If there were bins for recycling that would be picked up curbside I would recycle a lot more often.

65810

I am an avid recycler, but my parents are not. They would need to have single stream curb side recycling in
order to participate. I think this is a common theme umongst Springfield citizens that are not already
recycling.

65803

I don't want people being put out of work for doing an excellent inexpensive job that many don't want to
do. I love the options and I love seeing the different companies all doing a great job!

65807

City needs to stay out of my garbage

65802

So glad to see this discussion taking place. I also think ALL of the above stated goals are valuable. Difficult
to pick just one.

65802

I had to hire an attorney to get rid of Waste Management because they don't provide service as
contracted. I now have a reliable, reasonable service that can not be improved in any way by your
proposals. I have twice weekly trash and recycle pickup at the same time at a very reasonable price. I do
not have to sort my recycle. I do not want to be told I have to use a particular service and there is no way
you can do it for a better price. They still send separate trucks for trash and recycling so you aren't
reducing road traffic, etc. If you want to help people, make the trash companies provide recycling at a
reasonable cost. DO NOT force me to change to another service

65804

I prefer the free market system over a centralized government system.

65807

The service in Iron Bridge Estates is very good.

65806

I wish we had a community tilt. The only way I can get rid of a single large item is to go to the he dump and
pay the full tonnage fee.

65803

They say cheaper now but if its the only trash haulers they can charge anything.no competition.

65802

I feel like I should be recycling, but I'm not sure what I can recycle and where to take it.

65807

I hope I could keep my hauler. The City really needs yard waste recycling at curbside. We have a trailer for
our brush but many do not. The whole City would be neater if this was offered. Moores has offered
curbside recycling for years, and this has been wonderful. If the city could help people pick up bulky items
for a small fee, that would really help out. I would love to see our City neater and more trash‐free. Make it
easy for people and give them support, and it can be.

65807

The curbside recycling our trash provider offers makes recycling easy and we recycle almost everything
possible. It has become a habit and is easy for us. The one exception is that they do not take glass, and we
would LOVE a service that recycles glass (even once a month pickup would be great). I love the idea that
you pay for what you throw away to encourage individuals and businesses to recycle more.

65802

Allow free enterprise.

65802

I have lived ina ‐lace where the trash service was government run (no choices of companies). The prices
were increased at every contract renewal. Then when they mandated recycling the price increased. The
money collected from the scrap metals, the company was able to keep it in addition to the fees they were
collecting. When there was any other companies that bid on the contract the specs kept changing during
the process and the effectively killed any fair competition. The consumer needs to choose who provides
the best services for them selves.

65807

Many cities and counties in the United States make drop‐off re‐cycling, and curbside re‐cycling available.
Borrow ideas that alerady are proven to work.

65804

I do not pay for recycling, because I can drop it off, but I wish the hours were extended on Sundays, my
housework day. Hazardous materials recycling should be available for more days/times. We rarely have a

full trash can bc we recycle so much! Anything we can do to increase recycling in our community is a good
thing!
65806

For ease of payment I would like for it to be included on my utility bill.

65804

Develop plan to use alleys for trash pickup.

65806

I am excited that you are taking a look at the efficiency of the current trash pickup system. We see an
average of five different trash services in our neighborhood weekly. Educating the public about recycling is
a must. We see so many neighbors throw out so much trash that could be recycled!

65804

Our system works fine and it is not causing environmental problems. I am sick and tired of people blaming
people on "global warming"issues. Facts do not support it unless you believe progressive idialots. Keep
doing what is being done but look to improve not because of progressive agendas but to just do it better.

65802

City of Springfield, please stay out if mandating who provides my trash collection service. Not one thing
good will come of City's involvement in determining who will provide my choice of providers.

65806

Please reduce the amount of trucks driving on our streets!

65806

We already recycle, but it would be very convenient and I've spoke with many friends who would START to
recycle if curbside recycling is offered.

65803

I would be against city involvement. Competition keeps costs reasonable and I can always shop for
cheaper service. City involvement opens the door to strikes and corruption regarding bids to service
specific areas.

65807

I would like to see Springfield move in a direction similar to Singapore's trash solution. Wall Street Journal
article in link https://www.google.com/amp/www.wsj.com/amp/articles/singapores‐innovative‐waste‐
disposal‐system‐1442197715?client=ms‐android‐verizon

65802

The biggest benefit I can see is that renters of single family homes would have trash pickup especially
during move‐in and move‐out. I will see trash left out on the curb for weeks because of renters moving.
Then it blows all over the neighborhood.

65802

we have trash service and recycling added to are water bill every mouth for all city households in Strafford.
it seams to be working good, I don't see the trash piled up next to houses, along streets, in alleys or dump
sites like I see here in Springfield.. Its a win win for everyone!!

65804

I want to keep queen city

65802

I am in favor for the city to provide services. It's a disgrace how much trash is on the north side of town
where people can't always afford trash service. I provide trash service for all of my rental houses but some
of the neighbor's yards look terrible with all the debris laying around. Our city would look so much better if
EVERYONE had a cart.

65802

Yay recycling and yard waste pick up! We don't have a way to haul our own yard waste and it just builds up
in a pile in our backyard.

65802

In Memphis the city utilities took care of trash pickup and it was paid on our utility bill. When I moved here
I was shocked that individuals had to pick a service. I live on a cul de sac and there are 3 trash trucks a
week. How can this be efficient? Also our leaves were picked up. I really miss that!

65804

When I lived in Jefferson City from 2008‐2014, the city changed the trash service from many companies to
only one hauler. Every resident is REQUIRED to have trash service if they live in the city. Prices went up
and citizens were unhappy about it all around. Don't do that.

65806

I am concerned about the locally owned haulers. If the change is made will the current haulers become
city employees/

65802

I am satisfied with my trash collection company already

65804

In my Alley people dump trash often and it is left for the neighborhood to pick it up. Maybe they can't
afford service. In St Louis Mo. Every alley has dumpsters provided by the city and you never see this issue!
I would love to see the same thing in our city!

65802

We moved from California where we had only one service, Waste Management, the service was horrible,
$167 every 2 mons, $50+ per visit to the dump

65807

It is not the cities purpose to be in the trash collection business. We have trash collection companies. If
their customers want recycling or large item pickup, they can make those requests to their company. It
would be, afterall, an added service and fee to do so. We live in a free market system (against what most
in city council believe) and they are not supposed to compete or create restrictions to competition.

65807

I want to recycle, I don't care if it costs a little bit more or a little bit less. My current company doesn't
offer curbside recycling, and I think I am paying too much.

65802

Have been with Republic for many years and would hate to have to go to single company. I do not feel a
singe city wide company would be as responsive to customer concerns if they knew they would not have
to worry about losing a customer to another trash company.

65804

All of the "services offered throughout Springfield" list above would be great assets to Springfield!
Neighborhood cleanups, recycling education, helping the elderly and disabled. They are all fair game and
so important. I guess my only concern would be loss of jobs for the private sector. Would that be the case
if a city wide program was created? Thanks!

65803

I think Springfield has a very efficient trash system. I appreciate the city looking into trash solutions but
they should do it with the thought of expanding what we have not reinventing the wheel. WE NEED MORE
RECYCLING PROGRAMS. It's 2016 and I have to fight sometimes to get recycling picked up or dropped off.
Other cities incentivize you to recycle whereas Springfield penalizes you with a fine ‐‐ it's time to save the
earth and invest in recycling technologies.

65807

I wouldn't recycle more if curbside recycling were included, but I would be willing to pay more for it.

65802

I share the trash bin with my neighbor\daughter. No cost to me.

65802

We need recycling options! It's extremely difficult to recycle here and it's so disappointing that our city
hasn't caught up to others I've lived in. This is my main complaint about living in Springfield! We're just
filling the landfill with things that could go elsewhere, even if they do only make a small difference.

65809

Curbside Recycling should be offered city‐wide.

65802

All apartments should have an option to recycle on the premises.

65810

I would like to see a more encouraging and expansive recycling service. Most trash service companies offer
curbside recycling, however the cost is prohibitive and only two materials are generally accepted. We
could do far better than this, couldn'

65804

If the city takes over this service, those presently working for haulers should be fast tracked for new city
positions hauling. This addresses the jobs lost. If there aren't enough new positions, offer help to those left
out.

65803

Recycling needs to be an important part of our trash service in Springfield.

65806

Compost pick up like in west‐coast cities would be valuable here, especially with all the emerging small
farms. I say weekly I wish we payed by weight. It would really make people think twice about what was
trash and what could be donated, recycled, etc.

65803

These study questions assume to the respondent that it is a benefit to the citizens to take away their
choice of provider. It isn't.

65619

PLEASE come up with a way to let me recycle glass curbside, and I would also like to know how much/how
efficient our current recycling is and how much of what I recycle is actually being recycled!

65757

WE ARE ALL IN FOR THIS. The current system in Springfield is pretty ridiculous.

65804

It is very difficult for those of us without trucks to take care of yard waste or haul large items to the dump.

65807

need more recycle centers

65804

Please please make recycling part of the trash collection! More people would recycle if it was!

65807

This is super important and I hope people see this survey and appreciate this concern that the government
has!

65807

I am perfectly happy with my trash service furthermore I do not see we're changing trash service for the
whole city is going to cut down the wear and tear on the roads when we have vehicles that travel on the
roads everyday including big rigs delivering to and from different companies every single day therefore I
would like for things to stay the same because just changing the trash service is not going in my eyes
change the way the roads are nor do I see where are the city can make it affordable for everyone to take
and have the same trash service I have good research trying to find the cheapest service for my home and
reliable service I have had different services before but Queen City disposal has been the most reliable and
affordable for my family on a limited budget

65803

Columbia, Missouri had a city wide trash recycling program when I lived there which was very convenient,
inexpensive, and increased recycling (since it was included).

65804

Recycling should have an incentive so more people do it!

65806

Please please please include recycling as a regular curbside service!!!!

65804

Some of the haulers are mom and pop operations and we need to keep them productive,too. Also I don't
believe the city needs to be picking winners and losers in a free marketplace.

65802

Would like to pay for the bags ahead. We pay too much for one or two bags a week. We really only need
service every other week. Recycling pickup should not be costly!

65802

I don't want to see our trash service being monopolized like our utilities are! HATE the fact that all our
utilities are from one company! Don't want to see our trash included in that!!!!! Give us SOME choice!

65803

I am happy with my current trash pickup but I do see the benefit of a city‐wide program. I do feel it is
important to consider the current companies who offer service and allow them opportunities to continue
to operate. Perhaps the city could be broken into areas and companies could serve a particular area. That
way no one goes out of business.

65803

Leave it alone. An open and free market. If the city takes it over the public has no choice to shop for a
cheaper hauler. It may start a slight bit cheaper but in the end the government will increase the rates like
they do everything else without the public's approval.

65803

I already recycle all that I can, but I'm able to do so because I have a vehicle that can carry yard waste and
limbs to the city's recycling centers. Those who lack that ability are restricted in what they can recycle.

65807

Thanks for performing this study!

65810

I feel that the two biggest issues around trash in Springfield are 1) too many truck on the streets and 2) we
need curbside glass recycling. I am tired of having half of my recycling pickup up and then having to take
the glass myself. Let's recycle or not, but the halfway thing is not working. I am also tired of a different
trash truck following me on my morning dog walk every day.. I remember when one truck came once a
week. Those were the days. The city should never have privatized the trash service. Thanks for listening.

65810

Poorly written survey.

65802

Stop trying to kill Local family owned bissiness in Favor of Large out of State companies that only look at
the bottom line. Most of them don"t even stop and pick up the mess if they spill it wih their Automated
truck and charge high fees and rental on the container.

65802

Springfield City Council, PLEASE, stop blowing city funds on frivolous schemes like this, bringing religious
phrases into your chambers, passing unconstitutional ordinances, etc. and start taking the legitimate
issues our community faces seriously like the exploding homeless and panhandler populations, rising crime
rates, low pay, etc.!

65804

I am in the top 10% of those who recycle or reuse. Make it easier/cheaper for those who aren't.

65806

As a customer of the company I use for trash service, I am extremely satisfied with the service and costs.
As such, I find the city council's meddling to have a political agenda and a financial profiteering scheme.
Furthermore, in light of the claims city council uses to promote the Zone 1 Blitiz, forcing private companies
to close is contrary to the purported goal of reducing unemployment and poverty. The city needs to stop
trying to miro‐manage citizens and sticking its nose where it does not belong.

65802

Please do this! Change it so trash and recycling are both picked up and by the city, not private businesses
that all run the same routes. Make less waste for our environment! This is one thing I strongly applaud
Kansas City for and I'd be so happy if we did it in Springfield.

65806

this change would force the mom and pop companies out of business. i support local business. i personally
dont think the large companies should even provide service here. it should all be locally owned and
operated with backing by the city

65804

Not interested at all in giving the city anymore control of anything, nor do I want them chosing my rates or
whom I can do business in anyway! City needs to stay out of this!

65807

Major concern ... protecting current independent trash services and their large investments. Also
remembering Springfield's "franchise" with Telecable & how trapped we all felt when it was our only
option. Am happy with my current service and don't mind taking recycling to center.

65803

Only way I could support is if composting and recycling were compulsory with fines for not sorting instead
of monthly payments.

65807

Please put this through! If the city doesn't act, our neighborhood watch may try to increase trash pick‐up
efficiency in our neighborhood.

65806

The only way I would change my trash service is if the price was significantly cheaper due to volume
collected ‐ smaller amount of trash at my home then others. Otherwise, I'm not interested not do I feel the
city should be wasting money to conduct such research.

65803

We don't participate in any recycling program. Is there one available??? We'd have almost bi trash then!

65802

you didnn't ask the right questions. Noise of trucks, it's not cost, it's the convenience of the day the pickup
is. I like Wednesday pickup so I picked the service that picked up in my neighborhood on a wednesday.

65807

Recycling should be free.

65804

Expanding hours of operation at local recycling drop off centers. Offer incentives to encourage families to
recycle. Easy and efficient ways for families to recycle.

65804

I would love to start recycling, I just do not know how to separate trash and recyclables and would love to
have more information

65804

If recycling was cheaper, I would do it.

65809

Please modernize debris collection. District haulers. Require they offer curbside collection of discarded
items.

65807

Find a way to curb illegal dumping trash in others dumpsters, bigger fines for doing so.

65807

City council should stay out of the trash business. They can look at ways to assist companies be more
efficient but not try and change the system and interfere with private business. We do not need the
gevernment trying to control another issue.

65804

I have lived in communities with city wide trash services and it was a huge improvement to the city . I think
it would be great if the city could force homeowners to pay for it with their taxes , like they do in Decatur
ga. People here are always dumping trash in. My cans and on the street and if everyone had trash this
would improve the living conditions for everyone . Expanded curb side recycling would help reduce waste
in the landfills as the population keeps growing

65806

I will recycle if it is easy, convenient and doesn't cost a lot more.

65809

I wish we could throw away stuff like banana peels and egg shells in a special container for the city to
compost.

65804

no

65806

let local government find better things to do.

65810

No

65802

We need more neighborhood cleanup downtown, there's tumbleweeds of refuse blowing down campbell.

65804

I would recycle far more if I didn't have to travel to the other side of springfield to drop it off in an
overloaded recycling center. I'm glad we have it, but we need more accessibility for services such as that,
more places for drop off, and larger places, or more access to curb side pick up for recycling.

65802

Don't mess with free enterprise.

65807

When I started with Republic in 2012 I was paying $45 for three months. Now it is about $70. Part of that
was a fuel cost addition of about $15 that was added when gas was real high. They never dropped that
when gas came down. They do provide good service though

65807

By creating efficiencies in collection, you should be able to decrease pricing, while continuing to upgrade
existing programs and create new ones. Thank you for visiting this issue.

65804

We should be able to recycle glass, plastics, styrofoam, metals and cardboard. This is something we MUST
do to protect our environment.

65807

S

65803

I love the goals of this proposal, but I'd hate to see individual waste collection business owners put out of
business.

65802

We need to encourage recycling. My family needs weekly recycling pickup and biweekly trash. We like
Tues Wed Thursday as pickup days then if you travel you are more likely to be home to put out the bins.

65807

City Utilities should provide this service.

65802

good luck with your endevors

65802

1. I would suggest mobile recycling, for example compartment trucks that would be in a park or location
on a Saturday once a month or six weeks, so it would be more convenient than driving half way across
town. More items are accepted by the city so I take my items to the drop off spots instead of putting out
with trash. 2. Also easier, more accessible yardwaste collection would be very helpful. 3. I use bag service
for trash rather than cart. I recycle so much that I only do one bag every other week. 4. I also think it is
very important to protect our locally owned businesses rather than huge out of state collectors.

65804

As a general rule I do not support a governmental agency intervening in businesses unless it is absolutely
necessary. In this case it is not necessary. The goals may be lofty and laudable but I believe the current
system works quite well.

65810

Maybe Springfield citizens should drain the swamp. STAY OUT OF OUR LIVES. Why don't you study tree
trimmers or lawn mowers

65804

I called my current trash collector and these services are already available and we are completely satisfied
with the way the system is now.

65802

We need to make it easier to curbside recycle...

65807

I want to choose who I do business with

65805

I wish glass materials could be a part of the curbside recycling

65807

I really like the fact that Republic services will take about anything and everything I put out for no extra
fee. I once lived in a neighborhood where the neighborhood association contracted the trash service. If I
had one extra bag of trash on top of the container or a box next to the container they would charge extra.
That cannot be the case if this change takes place.

65807

Don't change a thing. I don't want the city or a large company picking up my waste. The mayor and city
council are up to no good.

65804

Concerned about small companies. Also if I don't like a service can I change to another service. Maybe
make it to where two companies compete for the same area to keep them competitive

65807

I agree there are too many trash companies in town, but I believe we need to consider the investments
these companies have made. I believe it would be wrong to put them out of business without fair
compensation.

65807

I would very much LIKE to recycle, but I feel it's absurd that it costs more with my current plan. Thank you
for examining more efficient options.

65803

We moved from Columbia, where the city took care of trash and recycling curbside. It was hard losing such
a convenience. Recycling is important to us, but the current system for drop‐off recycling is difficult for us
to participate in, due to the limited hours and inconvenience. Thank you for considering an alternative,
and listening to community input!

65807

I applaud the city for thinking ahead and trying to improve our current system. As someone who has lived
in communities that have a single city‐wide collection service, I can see the benefits the city seeks.
However, I don't think those benefits would be worth the downsides of having yet another monopoly in
this city that forces hard working independent business people out of work and the potential for cost
increases that could not be challenged because there is only one service. One man I talked to that is
involved in the industry told me that a company has to agree to guarantee the city they will dump a huge
quantity of trash just to get a license to haul. Seems to me, the city should give incentive for less trash not
more and not penalize a small businessman just trying to get started. Also, it is obvious if you drive around
on trash day, very, very few people recycle and so that is obviously not a priority in this community. So,
not sure if the city is trying to get people to pay for something they don't want? I hope this survey doesn't
fall on deaf ears like most public comment in this city. I too want an efficient, cost effective solid waste
management system for the city, but not if it comes at the price of an uncontrolled monopoly that puts
independent businessmen out of work. Springfield already has a lack of opportunities for small businesses.
Why make the situation worse?

65802

As a newcomer to Springfield, I was astounded at the cost and lack of services available to homeowners.
Please do something to expand services, even if its not possible to reduce costs.

65802

Would to have our recycling picked up every week instead of every other week

65806

I do not support private companies collecting residential trash / recycling (only commercial collections).
This should be billed and performed by the city or City Utilities. That would uniform services and remove
trucks from our roads.

65804

Many cities include curbside recycling with trash pick‐up. If Springfield offered this service, along with
education, we could reduce a lot of trash that goes tot the landfill.

65803

Keep the local trash companies in mind, don't just go with the bug companies. Keep it local.

65807

There are to many trash providers, something needs to be done. There is no need for 6 different
companies to pick up trash on my street. Not to mention the amount of trash that doesn't make it into the
truck, and then floats up and down the street.

65807

I wouldn't recycle more if that was included in my trash services because I already recycle as much as
possible. Thank you for conducting this survey.

65804

New York state has recycling programs where individuals get a voucher for items recycled. Maybe
incorporate something like this locally at defined locations to help lower food costs for residents and
improve citywide recycling and disposal?

65802

reducing the average cost by $x is very ambiguous. I've paid $13 on the north side for something that cost
my brother $33 for with a different hauler.

65806

PLEASE expand items collected (glass, styrofoam, other plastics like bags) for recycling AND collect weekly.
We have the same size bin for trash & recycling, but the recycling is picked up every other week. We fill
that bin up faster than the regular trash bin. Offer a yard waste bin also please. Crossing my fingers that
this goes through. There was a similar but more in depth survey years ago that never seemed to go
anywhere. I'm looking forward to there being trucks on the street once per week, not every day, multiple
times a day, starting at 3am.

65803

We only need trash pickup once every other week. I go to the Franklin recycling center at least once a
week, sometimes even twice per week. We are a 2 person household and we only produce one kitchen
size trash bag of waste per week because of causious purchasing and dedicated recycling.

65802

I believe trash service through the city would improve quality of services. Where I used to live we had a 4
bin system and I loved it. I think it is important to collect yard waste and which in turn creates more mulch
for sale for gardening programs.

65810

Choosing between some of the suggestions was difficult. I would like changes to equally benefit not only
the citizens but the environment as well. I think they are equally important.

65802

I hope that this city wife collection goes through.

65804

Protect small businesses like our friends at Pendergrass Trash service. They are not just a business, they
are part of our community.

65810

If curbside recycling was offered as part of our service with no additional cost, we would use it for sure.

65804

Recycling not available in my area

65809

I don't want a city mandated trash service. I want to see the trash companies come together to create
zones for their pick up so that I don't see 4‐5 trucks drive by my house in the same day. They each work
their own zone as independent companies reducing their cost and ours as well.

65806

No

65807

What is most important to me if that the recyclers actually do recycle and don't just throw it in the trash.

65619

I like having a selection for trash haulers. Some companies are better than others.

65803

While I appreciate the involvement of Republic Services/WCA in neighborhood clean‐ups, I would be wary
of this particular company gaining influence in the future of trash collection for our City. The business

practices where their billing is concerned‐‐no issues with the guys driving the trucks‐‐but the billing never
made any sense and always had several additional nonsense fees. Others WCA customers Ihave talked to
about this have confirmed a similar experience of nonsense charges and random changes to the billing
cycle‐‐which go away when they call to complain every 1 or 2 months... But then flare up again. I would
rather pay $1 more/month to a Springfield owned company than deal with the headache of their asinine
business practices. They are incompetent and lousy to the point of moral deficiency. Please don't let the
people who run this particular company make decisions that affect the whole city. Or if private companies
are to divide the city, keep them out of Woodland Heights please. They're just not an ethical company.
Hire all their drivers to work for the city and give them a raise, but the people who bill the customers are
real crooks.

65806

I am emphatically in support of a city waste system, especially one that is unionized! It will bring better
jobs to the community that will stay in the community. The trash services we have are a great example of
why markets can not be allowed to be in charge of services that people depend on, otherwise people who
have money get it and those who don't go without!

65807

I live on a dead end street. We have several garbage pickups each week with at least one on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays and two on Fridays! The same trucks come on Tuesday and Friday! Ridiculous!

65802

Former town provided weekly trash, recycling and yard waste pickup without charge. Had no idea how
fortunate we were until we moved here where it costs extra to recycle with most haulers although not our
current beloved Moore's.

65804

First, I think it's ridiculous how much the city spent to conduct this study. I am a huge believer in recycling,
which is why I take my items to the city recycling stations. But, I do not believe the city should be able to
make a decision that could potentially impact many local businesses, put local people out of work and take
away healthy marketplace competition. I am worried that prices will increase to a level that many will not
be able to pay, thus increasing the trash problems we already have in our neighborhoods. My household
recycles so much, that we barely have trash each week. We are also conscientious of what we purchase.
Many weeks, we only have one bag of trash to be picked up. I think education about recycling and
composting should also be a major focus for the city.

65804

I truly feel that recycling should not require you to pay more. We need to be doing this, so it should at
least be free and possibly have some incentive for doing so.

65804

I would love a curbside recycling and yard waste service.

65807

As a senior, reduced income, cost is important and curbside pickup of yard waste, & recycling.

65807

Moore's Trash doesn't charge extra for curbside recycling. They have been our hauler for 30+ years and
was among the first to offer recycling which we have been diligently doing this whole time. It is a family
run business and our household is against the city making any changes that would infringe on their
business.

65803

Do not do it. We need multiple local businesses. Not another "city boss" .. leave things alone!

65807

I support your efforts and hope the rest of the community will see the bigger picture of what you're
hoping to do. We visited Portland earlier this year and really appreciated their waste management
options. Looking forward to hearing more.

65807

I have lived in several cities and municipal waste collection is part of the process. We should collect as a
group, fine those who are NOT recycling and reap the benefits of the efficiencies of a citywide program.
The city can hire the people from the waste companies and / or offer to buy / broker trucks from the
current haulers to cushion the blow. The fact is simple ‐ consistent, efficient and environmentally friendly
waste collection is a MUST for every city in the world.

65803

Not the greatest survey. Rather slanted towards city takeover.

65803

More community education and awareness of what is recyclable and a better and more efficient system
for trash services in the City

65804

I don't like the idea of taking away our choice of provider but I could support a move to city‐run trash
collection if it focused more on ways to make it easier to recycle. I also like pay as you throw only on waste
to incentivize recycling.

